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FOREWORD

Volume II: Weight/Volume Handbook

The SSSP documentation is presented in two volumes. Volume

I contains the basic user's manual text and all of the simulation input

and output. Volume I is divided into three parts. Part 1 contains

the engineering and programming discussion, Part 2 provides the

program operating instructions and Part 3 describes the program out-

put and includes all of the appendices for Volume I. Volu_e I contains

a compilation of statistical data on previous aircraft, missiles and

space systems to serve as background information and progran_ inputs

to the weight/volume portion of the program.
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SUMMA RY

"lhl' ._Imce Shuttle. S'ynthesis Program (gSSP) automates the trajectory, weights and

I,,.rformance computations essential to predcsign of the Sp_,ce ._-'huttlc system fo_

,.:,rti_-to-orbit operations. The two-stage _pace Shuttle system is a completely

r_.us.tb]e space transportation system consisting of a booster and an orbiter element•

"lhc ._._SP's major parts are a detailed weight/volume routine, a precision thrce-

dlmcnsionM trajectory simulation, and the iteration and synthesis logic nccessa:'v

io s;,tisfy the hardware and trajectory constraints.

The SSSP is a highly useful tool in conceptual design studies where the

elite'Is of various trajectory configuration :,nd shuttle subsystem parameters must

I,_.cvaluatcd relatively rapidly and economically. The program furnishes sensitivity

:_ml tradcol! data for proper selection of configuration and trajectory predesign

i,:,,':tmeters. Emphasis is placed upon predesign simplicity arg minimum input

p,'cpar_tion. Characteristic equations for describing aerodynamic and propulsion

m,_dcls and for computing weights and volumes are kept relatively ;imple. The

_._nthcsls program is designed for a relatively large number of two-stage Space

;'huttlc configurations and mission types, but avoids the complexity of a completely

g,'ncralized computer program that would be unwieldy to use and/or modify.

,;:_.
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INTRODU CTION

This document contains the results of the technical effort expendc_d during a study to

pr,_v_dc a weight/volume handbooi: required by Contract NAS-9-11193 "Space Shuttle

Synthesis Progra.m". Because of the wide range of design parameters, and the many

possible design solutions in any area of vehicle design, the program equations of nece_

s_ty arc .'-cqu.ired to be in gcn,.z,-al terms. Although the equations arc in general term_:.

the inputs arc often the results of ,luit,: extensive study of a specific deslg,m al:ptication.

This volume also attempts to ensure tl_ttan input or a procedure for obtaining an input

is available for every equation contaJnc_ within,the weight and sizing subroutines.

Thes_ inputs are not intended to be absolute but a guide to the magnitude of the input tc

ensure answers of tb.eright magnitude for the item being considered. The idea] inlyat

will "Always be obtained when a study of the,specific design conditions for the item being

comqidered is made, and the results of this study put m terms of the program equation

input. The program contains equations for separate items or systems and itis the t'as_-x_,,s-

ibilityof the user to select those items which comprise his specific design application.

Section [ of this volume contains ,.he description and inlmt data for the weight equations.

Section H contains the description and input dala for the geometry equations. Section H!

contains the de_criptmn cf terms used in the weight/volume subroutine.
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SECTION I

DESCRIIq'ION AND INPUT

FOR

WEIGHT EQUATIONS
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i.0 AERODYNAMIC SURFACES

I.I AEI(OI_k.'NAMI(' SUI(FACES -- SPACE SHUTTLE

i.I.l WING -- The _'inK weight equation, as defined within this study, is based on

the theoretical ac,'a ,',andcalculates an inqtalled structural wing weight that includes

control sut-fm,cs _md ,.arry-through, wbere applicable. The weight is calculated as a

ftmctlt,nof lo;ut _(i geomet_.

J'h,' w('ight equition tn the program for total structural wing weight is:

WWING = CII) * [(_nVAtr(,;) * I.F * CSPAN * S_,\qNG)/TROOT

• * ('(12) . ('(2) * S_qNG * C{3)

%VWIN G

WWAIT{6)

t.F

CSPAN

SWING

TROOT

C(1)

C(12)

C(2)

c(3)

Total Structural V¢ing Weight, lb3

= Vehicle Entry Weight, Ibs

- Ultimate Load Factor

Structural Sp,-m (along . 5 chord), ft

Gross Wing Area, It2

= I'heoretieal Root Thickness, ft

= Wing WeightCoeffictent (intercept)

= Wing Weight Coe{.fieient (slope)

= Wing Weight Coefficient f(gross wing area), lbs/ft 2

= Fixed Wing Weight, lb_

The wing weight ¢xmfficients C(1) aid C(12) represent the intercept and slope, respectively,

of the logarithmic data shown in Figure 1. i-1. The data used to derive the emp__ricai

eqaatlon and the coeffiemnts C(1) and C(12) is based on actual wing weights of many types

of aircraft. Itowcver, the airplane _,ings used in tiffs analysis are representative _,,

straight, swept and delta wing dr.simms.
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For variable sweep wing designs the various wlng input terms should be based on the

fuily swept po8itlon. The C(1) coefficient should then be increased by 15-20% to account

for the structural penalty for sweeping the wing forward.

The coefficient C(2) is multiplied by the gro6s wing area so the user has an option

of adding or removing a wing weight penalty on the basic wing calculation. An ex-

ample would be to add a fixed weight per square foot for thermal protection system

structure or high temperature resistant coatings. _l'ais coefficient is initialized at

zero, so the option is not exercised unless C(2) has an input value other than zero.

The cx)efflcient C(3) is to input a fixed v,clght to the wing calculation. This input

"nay be posltiv_ _ or negative. An example of C(3) usage would be to input a fixed

wing weight when wing scaling is not desired. When C(3) i_ used for this purpose

the coefficient C(1) must be set to zero. The ec_efficient C(3) is initialized at zero

and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.
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1.1.2 VERTICALFIN -- 2_,e vertical fin weight includes the weight of the control

surface. The weight may be scaled as a logarithm '_. function of fin planform area, as

a constant function of fin planform area, ol input as a non-scaling fixed weight. The

equatioz: for vertical fin weight is:

WVER'r = C(4) * SVERT ** C(135) + C(2,_ * SVERT + C(5)

(

m

WVERT =

SVERT =

c(4) ::

C(135) =

C(24) =

c(5) =

Total Vertical Fin Weight, 1bs

Vertical Fin Plaaform Area, Ft 2

Verticai Fin Weight Coefficient. (Intercept)

Vert!cal Fin Weight Coefficient (Slope)

Vertical Fin Weight Coefficient f(FJn A real, Ibs/ft 2

FLxed Vertical Fin Weight, lbs

The vertical fin coefficients C(4) and C(135) represent the intercept and slope, respectively,

of the logarithmic data shown in Figures 1.1-2 and 1.1-3 the data in Figure 1.1-2 is

representative of vertical fins for straight and swept wing aircraft. The data in Figure 1.1-3

ts representative of vertical fins for delta wing aircraft. The vertical fin data for delta

wing aircraft was separated from the straight and ewept wing data m order to correlate the

input data closer with the existing aircraft data used for substantiation. The user should

also use caution when inl_ttng the C(4) and C(135) coefficients in the respect that a straight

or swept wing design with a short tall arm may have a vertical fin that sizes ltke a delta.

The coefficient C(24) may be used to add or remove fin weight penalty on the basic cal-

culation. An example would be to add a fixed weight per square foot for thermal protection

system structure or high temperature resistant coatings. This coefficient may also be used

to scale the ftn as a function of unit weight. If C(24) is used for thls purpose the coefficient

C(4) must be set to zero. The coefficient C(24) is initialized at zero, so this option is not

exercised unless a value (+ or -) is input.
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The coefficient C(5) is a fixed inlmt weight to the vertical fin calculation. This input

may be positive or negative. The coefficient C(5) may also be used to input a fixed

vertical fin weight when scaling is not desired. When C(5) is used for this purpose the

coel_iicients C(4) and C(24) must be set to zero. The coefficient C(5) is initialized at

zero) and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.
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I.I.3 HORIZONTAL STABILIZER -- The horizontal stabilizer weight includes the

wcight of the control surface. The weight may be scaled as a comb_ed function of

wing loading, stabilizer planform area and dynamic pressure; it may be scaled as a

constant [unction of stabilizer plan/orm area; or input as a non-scaling fixed weight.

The t_|uatmn for horizontal stabilizer weight is:

WIt( )RZ (:(6) * (WOVEILS -* 1.21 * SHORZ ** 0.814 * Q ** 0.467) ** C(17_,)

C(25) * SIt()RZ * C(7)

Wti()RZ -

WOVERS =

SItORZ ---

Q --

c(6) -

C(t76) =

c(25) =

c(7) =

Total Horizontal Stabilizer Weight, lbs

Wing Loading, Ibs/ft 2

O

tlorizontal Stabilizer Plalfform Area, ft"

Ma.ximunl Dynamic Pressure, lbs/ft 2

ttorizontal Stabilizer Weight Coefficient (Intercept)

Horizontal Stabilizer Weight Coefficient (Slope)

Horizontal Stabilizer Weight Coefficient f(Stabilizer area), lbs/ft 2

Fixed Horizontal Stabilizer W_ight, Ibs

The horizontal stabilizer coefficients C(6) and C(176) represent the intercept and slope,

respectively, of the logarithmic data shown in Figure 1.1-3. The horizontal stabilizer

weight is directly proportional to A. Therefore, the input value for the coefficient

C(176) will be 1.0 unless the user desires to change the line slope.

The coefficient C(25) may be used to add or remove stabilizer weight penalty on the basic

calculation. An example would be to add a fixed weight per square foot for thermal pro-

tcction system structure or high temperature resistant coatings. This coeffid ent may

also be used to scale the stabilizer as a function of unit weight. If C(25) is used for this

purpose the coefficient C(6) must be set to zero. The coefficient C(25) is initi',dized at

zero, so this option is not exercised unless a ,ralue (+ or -) is input.

10
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The coefficient C(7) Is a fixed inlmt weight to the horizontal stablllzer calculation. This

input may be posiUve or negative. The ooefficient C(7) may also be used to input a fixed

horizontal stabilizer weight when scaling is not desired. When C(7) is used for this

purpose the coefficients C(6) and C(25) must be set to zero. The coefficient C(7) is

initlaltzed st zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

12
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1.1.4 FAIRINGS, SHROUDS AND ASSOCIATED STRUCTURE - The type of aero-

dynamic structures included in this section are aerodynamic shrouds, equipment,

dorsal, landing gear and canopy fairings. The canopy fairing is the structure aft of the

canopy that Is required to Iair the canopy to the body. The weight of the canopy proper

is included in Section 2.2. Wing to body fairings are included in the wing weights.

Horizontal or vertical surface to body fairlngs are included in either the horizo{_tal or

vertical surface weight.

Fairing and shroud weight may be determined from their surface area and th_ operating

environment and is given ir_ the program as:

WFAIR = C(8) * SFAIR + C(9)

WTAIR = Total Weight of Fairings or Shrouds, Ibs

SFAIR = Total Fairing or Shroud Surface Area, ft2

C(8) = Unit Weight of l_airing or Shroud, Ib/ft2

C(9) = Fixed Weight of Fairing or Shroud, Ibs

As most of the falrings are design and mission dependent and only one input coefficient

C(8) is used to cover many types of failings, some judgment is required to deterroh_e _e

value of thls coefficient.

ff the design loads and the fairing geometry is known, the weight in lbs/ft2; i.e., the

coefficient C.(8) can obviously be best found by calculation. In most cases, however,

empirical or statisticaldata has to be used. The coefficient C(8) can be found by multipl.viu_

the empirical unit weight WF by a factor 'o account for dynamic pressures diJfercnt tI_a_,.

that used to determine the emp!rical weight and thenmultlplying by a factor to account for

temperature differences. Then C(8) can be determined by:

C,(8) =WF- KQ- KT

13
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The factor KQ Is shown plotted against dynamic pressure in Figure i.I.-5. This factor

is I.0 at a dynamic pressure of 400 Ibs/ft2. The f,tet_rKT is shown plotted versus

temperature in Figure 1.I- 6 The factor is 1.0 at a temperature of 400°F.

The umt weight of typical fairings WF is shown in Table I.I.I. These unit weights have

been normalized to a Q of 400 Ibs/ft2 and 400°F. In addition, this table shows a

recommended C(8) input for diiferent types of fairlngs at ._Q of 1000 Ibs/ft2 and a tcrn-

perature of 800°F.

The coefficient C(9} is used fcr those portions of the fairirLgs tlmt have weight not

dependent on fairing sizing or itmay be used either as a contingency or for a fixed input

weight f,or the fairlnge.

Table I. I.I. Typical Fairing Weights.

Fairing Type

Aerodynamlc Shroud

Canopy Fairing

Equipment Fairing

Dorsal Fairing

Cable Fairing

Landing Gear Fa_rlng

WF at Q = 400 Ibs/ft2

and T = 400°F

C(8) at Q = 1000 Ibs/ft2-

and T = 800°F

4.80

4.00

1.50

2.00

1.50

2.00

6.6

5.5

2.06

2.75

2.06

2.75

The total weight of the aerodynamic surface group is summed by the equation:

WSURF = WVv_ING + W V'ERT + WHORZ + WFAIR

14
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2.0 BODY STRUCTURE

2.1 BODY STRUC_I2IRE - SPACE SHUTTLE

2.1.1 INTEGRAL FUEL TANKS -- The integral fuel tanks are sized as a function o!

total tank volume, including ullage and residual volume. The input coefficients are based

(,n historical data from Atlas, Centaur and Saturn vehicles. The equation for integral

fuel _ank weight is:

_2N FC "A ---- c(10) * VFUTK + C(11)

VCINFU T =

VFUTK =

C(10) =

C(11) =

Weight of Integral Fuel Tank, Ibs

Total Volurae of Fuel Tank, ft3

Integral Fuel Tank Weight Coefficient, Ibs/ft3

Fixed Integral Fuel Tank Weight, Ibs

Input data is provided for LH 2 and RP-I fuel tanks. The equation for integral fuel tank

weit,_t is the same for both types of fuel. The difference in weight is accounted for by

the input coefficients C(IO) and C(ll). The _fficient C(IO) represents that portion of

the tank weight tlmt is scaled with size and C(ll) is a fixed tank weight input. The input

value for C(10) with LH 2 fuel is ob_ from Figure 2.1-1. The input value for C(10)

with RP-1 fuel is obtained from Figure 2.1-2. The value of C(10) shown on Figures 2.1-1

and 2.1-2 does not include weight penalties for special bulkheads (wing, landing gear, etc.).

If this weight penalty is required, the truer may modify the C(10) coefflciezlt to account for

it or he may incorporate it into the fixed weight coefficient C(ll).

The btx)ken line on Figures 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 is representative of Saturn technology. The

solid lines, from which the C(10) input values are obtained, are representative of current

Space Shuttle design criteria. The primary differences in the slope of the lines are due to

(1) the current fracture mechanic== utilized in designing _pace Shuttle vehicles for multiple

landing capability; and (2) Increased bending moments during up-flight maneuvers resulting

from a piggy-back orbiter/booster arrangement.

17
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The coefficient C(ll) is the fixed weight input to the fuel tank calculation. This

coefficient may be positive or negative. An example of a C(ll) input would be to

add a fixed weight penalty to the fuel tank calculation for special bulkheads (wing,

landing gear, etc.). The coefficient C(ll) may also be used to input a fixed integral

fuel tank weight when scaling Is not desired. When C(ll) is used for this purpose the

coefficient C(10) must be set to zero. The coefficient C(ll) is initialized at zero and

will _'_ be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

2O
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2. I.2 INTEGRAL OXIDIZER TANKS -- The integral oxidizer tanks are sized as

a function of total tank volume, including ullage and residual volume. The input

coefficients are based on historical data from the Atlas and Saturn vehicles. The

equation for integral oxidizer tank weight is:

WINOXT = C(138) * VOXTK + C(139)

WINOXT =

VOXTK =

C(138) =

c039) =

Weight of Integral Oxidizer Tank, Ibs

Total Volume of Oxidizer Tank, ft3

Integral Oxidizer Tank Weight Coefficient, Ibs/ft3

Fixed h_tegral Oxidizer Tank Weight, Ibs

The coefficient C(138) represents that portion of the tank that is scaled with size and C(139)

is a fixed tank weight input. The input value for the coefficient C(138) is obtained from

Figure 2.1-3.

The broken line on Figure 2.1-3 is representative of Saturn technology. The solid line,

from which the C(138) input value is obtained, is representative of current Space Shuttle

design criteria. The slope of the solid line is less since the IX)2 tank does not have to

absorb the high axial loads due to in-line upper stages, the axial thrust during up-flight

is limited to 3g and the tank is designed for a lower flight pressure. The Space Shuttle is

designed for recoverability and a piggy-back second stage arrangement. However, the

major port_on of these load penalties are absorbed in the fuel tank weight.

The coefficient C(139) is a fixed input weight to the integral oxidizer tank calculation. This

input may be positive or negative. The coefficient C(139) may also be used to input a fixed

integral oxidizer tank weight when scaling is not desired. When C(139) is used for this

purpose the coefficient C(138) must be set to zero. The coefficient C(139) is initialized at

zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

21
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2.1.3 BASIC BODY STRUCTURE _ The basic body weight includes the structure

forward, aft az_d in-between the integral ta__ on and integral tank design and it includes

the basic shell weight on a non-structural tank design. The basic body weight does not

include the secondary structure (access doors, non-structural fairings, tunnels, etc.)

or the thrust structure weight.

Based on the data shown in Table 2.1.1, the basic body weight may vary from 2.23 to

5.45 lb3/ft 2 with the nominal being about 4.0 Ibs/tt 2. However, the basic body weight

cq,xatton is a function of total body wetted area which includes the integral tank cylinder

areas. Therefore, on an integral tank design, the uni, weight must be adjusted oy a

wetted area ratio. The calculation of C(13) is:

C(13) = 4"0" ( T°tal B°d¥ wetted Area - Integral Tank C_linderArea)TotalBody Wetted Area

if the vehicle does not have integral tanks the ratio will be 1.0 and C(13) = 4.0. The user

also has the option of inputting a value of C(13) from the data in Table 2.1.1 that best

fits a specific design condition.

The equation for basic body structure weight is:

WBASIC = C(13) * SBODY ÷ C(14) * VBODY + C(15)

WBASIC =

SBODY =

VBODY =

C(13)

c04) =

c(15) :

Total Weight of Basic Body, Ibs

Total Body Wetted Area, ft2

Total Body Volume, ft3

Basic Body Weight Coefficient f(Area), Ibs/ft2

Basic Body Weight Coefficient f(Volume), Ibs/ft3

Fixed Basic Body Welght, Ibs

23
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_I]_bl¢ 2.1.1. Body Unit Weight Data.

VEHICLE BODY UNIT WEIGHT - LBS/FT 2

G-159

440

C-II_A

C-130A

880

CIA4- D4

990

C-135A

C-133A

C-141A

B-66A

B-58A

B--47B

B-38H

B-52B

s-xc( Fwd. of Taak@

SIC (Inter Tanks)

s-Ic/s-n (Interstage)

S-H (Fwd. of Tanks)

S-II/S-IVB (Interstage)

Centaur (Interstage)

C-5A

DC-10

3.06

2.23

2.38

3.78

3.78

5.41

4.25

4.68

4.89

5.39

4.05

3.77

4.91

3.39

5.14

4.89

3.77

5.45

3.16

3.32

2.54

4.94

4.02
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The basic body weight equlttion is programm_ to accept a _efftclent input as a func_on

of wetted area or volume. The ooefftcient C(13) is a function of a_'ea and is derived as

previously described or input from Table 2.1.1. The ooefflcieut C(14) is a fun_ton of

wlum_. This portion of the equation Ls included for future cxtm_lon only and input data

has not been derived for thts report.

Tha oo_fflclemt C(Ib') t_ a fixed input weight to the basic body weight calculation. The input

m_y be positive or _eptlve. An example would be to add a fixed weight to body structure

. +_

for special bulkheads (wlnlt, _ par, fin, stabilizer, etc.). The ooeH|clcnt C(15)

may also be used to input a fixed basic body weight when scs.llng is not desired. When

C(15) ts used for this purpose the coefficients C(13) and C(14) must be set to zero. The

coefficients C(14) and C(15) are initialized at zero and will not be used unless a value

(+ or -) is input.

Z3
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2.1.4 SECONDARY STRUCTURE _ The secondary structure includes access

doors, non-structural fatringa, cockpit-W-payload bay t_umel, etc. The secondary

structure is minimal for the Space Shuttle design since most of the major penalties

are incorporated into the integral tank and basic body weights. The equation for

secondary structure weight is:

WSEC_ST = C(23) * SBODY + C_169)

WSE CST =

SBODY =-

C(23) =

c(_69) =

Total Weight of Body Secondary Structure, lbs

Total Body Wetted Area, ft 2

9

Secondary Structure Weight Coefficient, lbs/ft"

Fixed Secondary Structure Weight, lbs

The weight coefficient C(23) is used to scale the secondary Jtructure weight as a function

of body wetted area. When possible the coefficient should be derived from design data.

However, during the early phase of a study this is not always practical. A first cut value

of 0.10 to 0.20 may be used for C(23) until design data is available.

The ooeffictent C(I_9) is a fixed intmt weight to the secondary structure calculation. This

input may be positive or negative. An example of this coefficient would be to input a fixcd

weight for the cockpit-to-payload bay tmmel, crew catwalks and ladder or any secondary

item that does not scale with size. Ihe coefficient C(169) may also be used to input a fL,ccd

secondary structure weight when scaling is not desired. When C(169) is used for this

purpose the coefficient C(23) must be set to zero. The coefficient C(169) is initialized at

zero and will =K)_ be used unless a value (* or -) is input.

";. ,_.'
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2. t.5 THRUST STRUC'I'URE -- The weight of the main enginethrust structure is a

function of total thrust and Lncludes the attachment structure and thrust beams but does not

include the aft skirt. The equation for total stage vacuum thrust is:

TTOT = CTHRST * WWAIT(2_ + C(129) * NENGS

TTOT =

CTH RST --

WWAIT(2) =

NENGS =

C(129) =

Total Stage Vacuum Thml,_t, lbs

Vacuum Thrust to Take-Off Weight Ratio

Take-off Weight, lbs

Total Number of Engines Per Stage

Fixed Main Thrust Per Engine

The method used and the inputs required to calculate the total stage vacuum thrust

{TTOT) depends on the program option being used Ior any given configuration. These

options and the input requirements (CTHRST o)" C(!29D are discussed in the basic

synthesis options, Section 2.3.2, Volume 1 of the user's manual.

The equation for thrust structure weight is:

WTHRST = C(168) * TrOT + C(163)

WTHRST =

TTOT =

C(16S) =

c(is3) =

Total Weight of Thrum: S.ructure, Ibs

Total Stage Vacv,tm Thrust, Ibs

Thrust Structure ;Veight Coefficient

Fixed Thrust Structure Weight, Ibs

The weigh_ coeffl-" _mt C(168) is used to scale the thrust structure as a function of total

stage thrust. When specific de_i_ data is not available, a typical preliminary design

value of C(168) = 0. 004 will provide a realistic thrust structure weight. The data shown

in Table 2.1.2 reflects the Saturn vehicle thrust structure data as weU as the ratio of

thrust struc_re weight to total thrust. The we'-ght of the calculated thrus_ structure and

thv data shown in Table 2.1.2 does not include weight for the aft skirt. The aft skirt

weight is included is basic body.

27
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The coefficient C(163) is a fixe_ _ input weight to the thrust structure calculation. This input

may be positive or negative. The coefficiev._ C(163) may a/so be used to input a fixed

thrust structure weight when scaling is not desired. When C(163) is used for this purpose,

the coefficient C(168) must be set to zero. The coefficient C(163) is initialized at zero

and will not be used unless a value (+ or -_ is input.

2able 2.1.2. Thrust Structure Data.

Vehicle
J

S-I

S-IB

S-IC

S-.,'3

S-IV

£-IV'B

Diameter
i

21.65

21.65

33.0

33.0

18.0

21.65

No. of Engines

8

8

5

5

6

1

Thrust Structure Wt.

11,100

9,780

28,477 .

7,302

400

508

Total

Thrust

1,504,000

1,504,000

7,500,000

1,000,000

90,000

200,000

Thrust

Struc. Wt.

Total Thrust

0.00738

0.00650

0.00380

0.00730

0.00444

0.00254

The total weight of body group is summed by the equation:

WBODY = WINFIJT + WINOXT + WBASIC + WSECST + WTHRST
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3.0 hNDUCED ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

3.1 INDUCED ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION - The equation inputs for a specific

design ooncept are -_)rmally obtained by a thermal analysis involving all of the pertinent

parameters with the resul_ of the analysis being in terms of the required program input.

","hismethod should be used when speclfi>.design oondltions are known, as ityields the

most accurate results accounting for all the features of a particular design that are

impossible .with a generalized case. However, when detailed knowledge of a design is not

available, generalized data is given based upon the results of prior design studies.

The data presented is of necessity simplified for use in a generalized weight/sizing pro-

gram. The results are no'.intended to replace a thermal analysis which must take into

account many r-.x)revariables than can be accounted for in a program of this nature. The

resets obtaLued for this area of design is dependent upon Judgment used in making the

input which requires a knowledge of vehicle surface temperature, type of support struc-

ture and type of panel construction.

A radiative protection system to hold structural temperatures w!thin acceptable limits

is the type of vehicle thermal protection system considered for this study. This system

utilizes radiative cover panels w!th or without insulation. If insulation is used it assumes

that the structural temperature is held to approximately 200°F. The insulation must then

be protected from the flight condttions by radiative cover panels. The equation for the

insulation weight is:

WINSUL = C(180) * STPS (I) + C(26)

WINSUL =

STPS(1) =

C(IS0) =

CA26 ) =

Total Weight of TPS L'__sulation,Ibs

Total TPS ,_ktrfaceArea, ft2

Insulation Unlt Weight, Ibs/ft2

Fixed Insulation Weight, Ibs
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The coefficient C(180) is an insulation unit weight that may be obtained as a function of

surface temperature from Figure 3.1-1. The user must estimate the surface tem-

perature that will be encountered on the initial case in order to input the ¢oefficim t

C(180) and then adjust the input on following runs if the Initial estimate is too far off.

The data shown in Figure 3.1-1 is based on mlcroquartz insulation for a 1/2 hour time

O

duration. The three curves represent allowable heating rates of 100, 400 and 700 Btu/ft-

o
with the structural temperature being held to approximately 200 F.

The user may select different combinations of area to b_. covered by insulation depending

on what ITPS flag value is set. The ITPS flag value and area is shown in Table 14.1.2,

Section 14.1.3 of this report. However, ifan area is selected the program utilizes that

total area. If, for _zample, the ITPS flag is set at 2 the area used for insulation weight

will be total body wetted area. Lfonly a percentage of the body is actually covered by

insulation, the input coefficient C(180) must be modified by that percentage value to

acoount for the weight.

The coefficient C(26) is a fixed input weight to the insulation calculation. This input may

be positive or negative. A typical example on the use of this coefficient would be to add

a fixed insulation weight for localized hot spots. The coefficient C(26) may also be used

to input a fixed Insulation weight when scaling is not desired. When C(26) is used for

this purpose the coeflicient C(180) must be set to zero. The coefficients C(180) and C(26)

are both initialized at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

The orbiter vehicle will normally roqulre insulation and the booster vehicle will not. When

the design concept utilizes insulation panels to hold the structural temperature within

acceptable limits, the insulation must be protected from fli_t conditions. This protection

is provided by cover panels. The equation for the cover panel weight is:

WCOVER = C(181) * STPS(1) + C(27)

.t
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WCOVER =

STPS(1) =

C(ISl) =

C(27) =

Total Weight of TPS Cover Panels, Ibs

Total TPS Surface Area, ft2

Cover Panel Unit Weight, Ibs/ft2

Fixed Cover Panel Weight, Ibs

i

The cover panels that have been used in recent studies have varied greatly in design

features and nmter':als. The generalized equation used in this program must be input

from point design data ifa specific design is to be properly represented. Unfortunately,

a detail design is not always available during the early phases of a study. Therefore, a

range of input values are included to provide the user with a weight that will be representa-

tive of the cover panel designs used in recent studies.

The orbiter will vary from CA181) = 0.9 to 1.8. This assumes the orbiter has insulation

in conjunction wit21 the cover panel weight. The lower value is representative of a low

cross range orbiter with efficient attachment capability and the higher value is a high

cross range orbiter requiring deep frames or standoff's for attachment. The values arc

averago unit weights to be used with the total area. These inputs also assume the aero-

dynamic surfaces have the same average unit weight for TPS as the body when the sui4ace

requires protection.

The booster will vary from C(181) = 1.5 to 2.25. This aBsumes the booster does not

have insulation panels. The primary factor contributing to the input coefficient dtfferences

is the type of support structure required. The values shown are average unit weights to

be used with the total area.

Thc coefficient C(27) is a fixed input weight to the cover panel calculation. This input may

be positive or negative. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed cover panel

weight when scaling is not desired, When C(27) is used for this purpose the coefficient

C(181) must be set to zero. Both coefficient8 are initialized at zero and will not be ttsed

unless a value (+ or -) is input.

The total weight of induced environment px,_tection is sum_ed by the equation:

WTPS = WINSU L + WCOVER
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4.0 LAUNCH AND RECOVERY

4.1 LAUNCH AND RECOVERY - SPACE SHUTTLE

4. I.1 LAGNCH GEAR -- The launch gear equation is used for the support structure

and devices associated with supporting the vehicle during the launch sequence. _is

includes struts, pads, sequencing devices, controls, etc. The equation for launch gear is:

WLANCH = c{143) * WTO + CA144)

¢

WLAN t._I --

WTO =

C(14a) =

C(144) =

Total Weight of Launch Gear, Ibs

Take-off Weight, Ibs

Launch Gear Weight Coefficient

Fixed Launch Gear Weight, !bs

The input coefficient C(143) is a proportion of the computed take-off weight. A typical

value, for preliminary design purposes, would be C(143) = 0.0001.

The coefficient C(144) is a fixed input weight to the launch gear calculation. This inlmt

may be positive or negative. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed launch

gear weight when scaling is not desired. When C(144) is used for this purpose the coefficient

C(143) mast be set to zero. The ooefficient C(144) is initialized at zero and will not be

used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

4.1.2 LANDING GEAR _ The landing gear equation has been developed from data

correlation of existing aircraft. This data included the nose gear, main gear and controls.

The equation for calculating landing gear (including controls) is:

WLG = C(30) * WWAIT (7) ** C{182) + C(31)

WLG =

WWAIT(7) =

C(30) =

c{1_z) =

C(31) =

Total Weight of Landing Gear and Controls, Ibs

Maximum T._dln_ Weight, Ibs

Landing Gear Weight Coet/icient (_tercept)

Landing Gear Weight Coefficient (Slope)

Fixed Landing Gear Weight, Ibs
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The landing gear weight coefficients C(30) and C(182) represent the intercept and slope,

respectively, of the logarithmic data shown in Figure 4.1-1. The data used in deriving

the C(30) and C(182) coefficients in Figure 4. I-I !u based on conventional aircraft. If

landing gear weight reduction methods are used on a Space Shuttle design due to the

reduced number of landing (beryllum brakes, thinner brake shoes, reduced tire treads,

etc. ) then the C(,30)input coefficient should be modified in accordance with that philosophy.

The coefficient C(31) is a fixed input weight to the landing gear calculation. This input

may be positive or negaLZve. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed landing

gear weight when scaling is not desired. When C(31) is used for this purpose, the coef-

ficients CA30) and C(142) must be set to zeru. The coefficient C(31) is initialized at zero

and will w.) be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

4.1.3 DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DEVICES -- "Fae deployable aerodynamic devices

include such items as drag chutes, etc., that may be used for assistance at entry or

landing. The equation for deployable aerodynamic device system weight is:

WDPLOY = C(145) * WWAIT(7) + ('(146)

WDPLOY =

WWAIT(7) =

C(145) =

C(146) =

Weight of Deployable Aerodynamic Devices, Ibs

Landing Weight, Ibs

Deployable Aerodynamic Devices Weight Coefficient

Fixed Deployable Aerodynamic Devices Weight, Ibs

The coeffieient C(145) is used to scale the deployable aerodynamic devices system weight

as a function of landing weight. If parachutes are used a typical input value for this type

vehicle is C(145) = 0,002 per parachute.

;£
34
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The coefficient C(146) is a fixed lnlmt weight to the deployable aerodynamic device

system calculation. This input may be positive or negative. This coefficient n_y

also be used to input a fixed deployable aerodynamic device system weight when

scaling is not desired. When C(146) is used for this purpose the coefficient C(145) must

be set to zero. The coeff_.ctents C(145) and C(146) are both initialized at zero and will

not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

4.1.4 DOCKING STRUCTURE -- The docking structure is weight penalty associated with

the orbtter stage for orbital docking requlremevts. The equation for docking structure is:

WDOCK = c(147)* WWA[r(5) + c(148)

_q)OCK =

WWAIT(5) =

c(x47) =

c(14s) =

Weight of Docking Structure, '_-IUD

Initial Entry Weight, lbs

Docking Structure Weight Coefficient

Fixed Docking Structure Weigh, t, lbs

The coefficient C(147) is used to scale the docking structure weight as a function of initial

entry weight. A typical C(147) input will vary from 0.0015 to 0.0025 depending on the

specific design requirements.

The coefficient C(148) is a fixed input weight to the docking structure calculation. Thi_

input may be positive or negaUve. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed

doddng structure weight when scaling is not desired. When C(148) is used for this purpose

the coefficient C(148) must be. set to zero. The coefficients C(147) and C(148) are both

inlti_ized at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

The total weight of the launch and recovery system is summed by the equation:

WLRD = WLANCH + WLG + WDPLOY + WDOCK
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5.0

5.1

5.1.1

MAIN PROPULSION

MAIN PROPULSION - SPACE SHUTTLE

ENGINES -- The engines considered in this study are the main engines used to

px_pel the vehicle during the main flight phases, _e secondary engines used for orbit

maneuvering and de-orbit maneuvers and the flyback engines used for flyback and landing.

The main rocket engines may be scaled as a function of total stage thrust, as a combination

of total stage thrust and area ratio or input as a fixed weight per engine. Data is provided

for either LO2/LH 2 or LO2/RP-1 engines. The equation for rocket engine weight is:

WENGS = C(32) * TTOT + C(219) * TTOT * C(220) ** C(221)

+ C(33) * NENGS + WENGMT

WENGS =

TTOT =

NENGS =

WENGMT =

C(3_ =

C(2:Z9) =

C(220) =

c(22z) =

C(33) =

Total Weight of Rocket Engine Installation, lbs

Total Stage Vacuum Thrust, lb_

Total Number of Engines per Stage

Weight of Engine Attachment Hardware, lbs

Rocket Engine Weight Coefficient f(Thrust)

Rocket Engine Weight Coefficient f(Thrust and Area Ratio)

Rocket Engine A tea Ratio

Rocket Engine A rea Ratio Exponent

Fixed Rocket Engine Weight, lbs

The Space Shuttle LO2/LH 2 engines are advanced technology stage combustion engines

that are still in a development phase. Various engine manufacturers have predicted a

_lde range of weight for these engiaes. Whenever possible, the user should utilize current

deeign engine data from the engine manu/acturers design studies. However if specific

ea_ne design data is _ot available, or if the user desires to rubberize the engines for

scaling purposes, the following input data will scale the LO2/LH 2 engines within an

acceptable weight range.
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The first part of the equation scales the baslc engine as a function of thrust. A typical

input value for this portion of engine weight is C{32) = 0.00766. The second part of the

equation adds a penalty weight to the basic engine to account for differences jn area ratio.

Typical input values for this portion of the equation are C(219) = 0. 00033, C(220) =

desired area ratm and C(221) = 9.5. The fltlrd part of the equation is for the fixed weight

portion of the engine. A typical input value is C(33) = 700. The term WENGMT is the

weight of engine attachment hardware. This calculation lq done by a separate equa'hon

and Is discussed in Section 5. I.2.

A graphical representation is shown in Figure 5. I-I of engine weight versus vacuum thrust

for different area ratios. These curves were developed using the typical input wa/ues for

C(32). C(219), C(221) and C(33). The coefficient C(220) varies from 35 to 150. 2_c data

presented in Figure 5. l-I is weight and thrust per engine and does not includc allowances

for caglne to thrust structure attachment hardware or gimbal system weight. The gimbal

system weight equatior is presented m Section 6. i.1.

When LO2/RP-I engines are used for mah_ thrust,the coefficients C(219), C(220) and C(221)

should be set to zero so the engines may be sized as a function of total stage thrust or

input as a fixed weight. The data shown in Figure 5.1-2 is representative of various pro-

duction type LO2/RP-I type engines. A typical input value for C(32) = 0.0106. The input

coefficient C(32), for LO2/'ItP-I engines, represents the nominal engine weight-to-thrust

ratio. The data m Figure 5. I-2 is based on single engine thrust levels and does not

include a/lowance8 for engine to thrus_,structure attachment hardware or gimbal system

weight. The gimbal system weight equation is presented in Section 6.1.1.

Thq coefficient C(33) is used to inpt_t the fixed engine weight that does not scale with size.

This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed rocket engine weight when scaling is not

desired. When C(33) is used for this purpose it must be input as a weight per engine value

and the coefficients C(32), C(219) and C(220} must all be set to zero. The coefficient C(221)

may romain at 0.5 or set to any value _reater than zero. All tL _ coefficients (C(32), C(33),

C(219), CA220) and C(221)) are initialized at zero and will not be used unless a value (* or -)

in input.
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The secondary rocket engines have been associated with orbital transfer, retro thrust,

major maneuvers and de-orbit maneuvers. The secondary rocket engines may be

scaled as a function of secondary engine thrust or input as a fixed weight. The equation

for secondary rocket thrust is:

TTOT2 =- WWAIT(5) * CTHST2 + C(158)

TTOT2 = Tot.'tl Secondary Engine Vacuum _l_rust, lbs

WWAIT(_ : Initial Entry Weight, lbs

CTHST2 = _condary Propulsion T/W Ratio

C(158) : Fixed Secondary Thrust, lbs

The secondary engine thrust may be computed as a funct/on of '-.he initial entry weight by

inputting the desired thrust-to-weight ratio (CTHST2) or it may be input as a fixed thrust

by inputting C(158). If CTHST2 is input as a value then the coefficient C(158} should be

input as zero and vice versa. Whichever term is used and the value of that term (CTHST2

or C(158)) is set by the user.

The equation for secondary rocket engine weight is:

VJENGS2 = C(140) * TTOT2 + C(141)

WENGS2 =

TTOT2 =

C(140) =

C(141) =

Total Weight of Secondary Rocket Engines, lbs

Total Secondary Engine Vacuum Thrust, lbs

Secondary Rocket Engine Weight Coefficient

Fixed Secondary Rocket Engine Weight, Ibs

The inlmt coefficient C(140) scales the secondary rocket engine weight as a function of

total thrust. This input should be based upon the specific application being considered

using engine manufacturers data if available. However, if data is not available, typical

v_lues of the secondary rocket engine application are C(140) = 0. 015 to 0. 025. This

wotdd be representative of a typical LO2/LH 2 rocket engine with a thrust range from 10,000

to 40,000 lbs.

The coefficient C(141) is a fixed input weight to the secondary rocket engine calculation.

This input may be positive or negative. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed
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secondary rocket engine weight when scaling is not desired. During recent space shuttle

studios this option has been utilti:cd totally since the selectioa of engines for this applica-

tion is so limited. Typical vmues for fixed secondary rocket engine weight are C(141)

= 300 to 400 lbs/eng_.ne. When C{141) is used to input fixed secondary rocket engine weight

the _._efficient C(140) must be set to zero. The coefficients C(140) and C(141) are both

initialized at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

The flyback engines are used for flyback and landing on the booster vehicle and they arc

used for landing only on the orbiter stage. These are .',irbreathmg engines that are

scaled as a function of initial flyback weight or input as a fixed weight. The equation for

flyback engine weight is:

WABPR = C(210) * WWAIT (6) + C(211)

WA BPR =

WWAIT(6) =

C(210) =

c(z1_) =

Weight of Airbreathing Engines for I.'lyback, lbs

Vehicle Entry Weight (Initial flyback), lbs

Alrbreathing Engine Weight C_)efficient

Fixed Alrbreathin_; Engine Weight, lbs

The coefficient C(210) scales the airbreathing engine weight as a function of initial flyback

weight. The coefficient may be computed from the data shown in Table 5.1.1. The engine

thrust level and number of engines are determined by the user. With this information he

may then select the best engine for a specific application from the data shov,-a tn Table

5.1.1. If scaling is desired the coefficient C(210) may be computed by dividing the total

engine weight by the estimated flyback weight. If scaling is net desired, the fixed engine

weight may be input as C(211) and C(210) set to zero. The coefficients C(210) and C(211)

are both initialized at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.
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ENGINE MOUNTS _ The weight equation for main rocket engine attachments is:

WENGMT = C(183) * TTOT + C(184)

WENGMT =

T'tOT =

C(183) =

C(184) =

Weight of Engine Mounts, lbs

Total Stage Vacuum Thrust, lbs

Engine Mount W_tl_ht Coefficient

Fixed Engine Mount Weight, !b3

The expression C(183) * TTOT is the weight of the hardware to attach the engines to the

thrust structure assembly. A typical value used in design studies is C(183) = 0.0001.

The coefficient C(184) is a fixed input weight to the engine mount calcul,.tion. Th_s input

may be positive or nek_tlve. This input may also be used to input a fixed engine mount

weight when scaILug is not desired. When C(184) is used for this purpose tk_ecoefficient

C(183) must be set to zer:,. Both coefficients are initialized at zero and will not be used

unless a value (+ or -) is input.
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Table 5. I.I. Airbreathing Engine Data.

En_ne (Manuf.)

CF6-50C (Gen. Elect.)

CF6-6 (Gen. Elect.)

RB211-22 (Rolls-Ruyce)

RB211-56 (Rolls-Royce)

IT9D-7 (Pratt-Whlt.)

F--101

JTF-2Z

T_q_e

High Bypass

Ratio

Turbofan

Engines

Moderate

Bypass

Ratio

Turbofan

Engine

Low Bypass

Ratio

Turbofan

Engine

Thrast (SS L)

51,000

40,000

40,600

52,500

45,500

Classified

Classified

Dry

Weight

8225

7450

6353

7834

8370

Class,

Remarks

-- ..

Used on series 30 DC-10

Used on series 10 DC-10

Used on Lockheed L-1011

Advanced version of

RB211-22

Used on series 20 DC-10

and Boeing 707

USAF B1A uses after

burner version

Class. USN F-14B and USAF

F-15 uses &'_er burner

version

P

i
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5.1.3 NON-STRUCTURAl, PROPELLANT TANK - The non-structural fuel and

oxidizer tanks arc defined as tanks mounted within a load-carrying shell. The equation

for non-structural fuel tank weight is:

WFUTK : C(39) * VFUTK + C(40)

WFUTK :

VFUTK =

C(39)

C(40) =

Weight of Non-Structural Fuel Tank, lbs

Total Volume of Fuel Tank, ft 3

Fuel Tank Weif, ht Coefficient (Non-Structural), lbs/ft 3

Fixed Fuel Tank Weight (Non-Structural), Ibs

The inlet coefficient C(39) scales the non-structural f-ael tank as a function of b0tal fuel

tank volume. The lower curve, shown in Figure 5.1-:, assumcs a single cylindrical

fuel tank configuration. The coefficient CA39) _he_ld be derived from specific design cal-

culations, whenever possible, in order to account for variations in tank shape and loads.

However, when specific design data is not available, a typical input value is C(39) = 0.37.

ff multiple tank_, double bubble tanks or high fineness ratio tanks are used the C(39)

value should be scaled up by a configuration factor of 1.1 to 1.4. The equation for non-

structural oxidizer tank weight is:

WOXTK = C(41) * VOXTK + C(42)

WOXTK =

VOXTK =

C(41) =

c(4_ =

Weight of Non-Structural Oxidizer Tank, Ibs

Total Volume of Oxidizer Tank, ft3

Oxidizer Tank Weight Coefficient (Non-Structural), lbs/ft 3

Fixed Oxidizer Tank Weight (Non-Structural), Ibs
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The input coefficient C(41) scales the non-structural oxidizer tank as a function of total

oxidizer tank volume. The upper curve, shown in Figure 5.1-3, assumes a single

cylind_lca/ oxidizer tank conliguration. The coefficient C(41) should be drlved from

specific design calculations, whenever possible, in order to account for variations in

t_mk shape and loa_!s, ttowever, when specific design data is not available, a typical

input _'alue is C(41) = 0.45. If multiple tanks, double bubble tanks or high fineness ratio

tanks are used the C(41) value should be sca/ed up by a configuration factor of 1.25 to

1.75.

The coefficients C(40) and C(42) are used to input tixed weights to the non-structural fuel

,_nd oxidtzer tank c,_lculations, respectively. These inputs may be positive or negative.

Those inputs may also be usod to input a fixed weight for the non-integral tanks when

scaling is not desired. When the coefficients C(40)and C(42) are used for this purpose

_e coefficients C(39) and C(41) must be set to ze u. All tour coefficients are inltL_lized

at zero and will not be used tudess a value (+ or -) is input.
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5.1.4 SECONDARY TANKAGE AND SYSTEM - The aeconciary tankage and aystem

tncludes the tanka, tnnulation, pressurization, vtc., of both fuel and ox;cllzer for orbit

maneuvering requirement_. The equation for t,econdary luel tank .and ayatem weight Is:

WFUTK2 _ C(170) * VFUTK2 * C(138)

WFU'FK2

VI_ TK2

c(_7o)

c(_36)

Total Weight of Secondary Fuel Tank and ._yNtvm, Ib_

Total Volume of _c¢_)ndary Fuel "Yank, ft 3

,'_.oomlary Fucl Sysh:m W,-tght ('_,efflc_tettt, lb:_/ft :l

FLxed Secondary Fuel Systcm Weight, lbs

The coefficient C(170) acmes ',he secondary fucl tank "and system aa a [unctton o{ aety_r_b,.rS'

fuel t.eaxk volume. Input ,tats for C(170) _bould be obtaint_t from destg_ analysts, ttoweves',

for preliminary design, a typi. eal value weald be C(170) _ 0.75. The lower curve tn

Figure 5.1-4 shows the aecomlary fuel tankat_ and system weight as a lunct_on of set_nd:,r_

fuel tank volume truing the typical C(IT0) tuput v_ue.

The equation for aeoonchtry oxidizer tank and system wetght ta:

WOXTK2 = C(171) * VOXTI_ . C(137)

WOXTK2 ,,

VOXTK2 =

C071) -

CO3_) -

Total Weight of Secondary Ogtdlzer Tank and System. Ibs

Total Volume of Secondary Oxld_er Tank, tbs

Secondary Oxidizer _yatem Wel£ht Coefficient, lhs/ft 3

Fixed Secondary OxlPAzer System Weight. Ibs

,,|'

'L

t

The coefficient C(171) scales the secondary oxidizer tank and system as a func_on of

secondary oxidizer tank volume. Input data for C(171) ibould be obtatued from design

analysis. However, for prellralna_7 design, a typical value would be C(171) - 1.25. The
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upper curve in Figure 5.1-4 shows the secondary oxidizer tankage and system weight

as a function of secondary oxidizer tank volume using L_e typical C(171) input value.

The coefficients C(136) and C(137) are fixed inputs to the secondary fuel and oxidizer

t,_u£:ageand system weights, respectively. These inputs may be positive or negative.

These inputs may also be used to input fixed secondary fuel and oxidizer tankage and

system weights when scaling is not dcsired. When C(136) or C(137) are used for this

purpcse the coefficients C(]70) and C(171) should be set to ze.,x>,respectively. All four

coefficients are initialized at zero ,'rod will not be used uniess a vulue (+ or -) is i_put.

w •

,-, .J
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5.1.5 PROPELLANT TANK I:NSULAI"ION -- This section presents the necessary

data to obtaka a weight ;enalty associated with the protection required to prevent

excessive boiloff from the main prolmllant t,'u_s.

The normal parameters that .affect the boiloff insulation penalties include tank shape, tank

location, vehiclt flight trajectory, general shape of the vehicle, tank material and con-

_tructton, insulatmn distribution around the tm :':, rate and sequence that tanks arc emptied,

vent pressure, etc. The interaction of these parameters makes a thermal analysis a

cvgmplex task. The data m ttds section assumes that the insulation penalty is adequate to

cover any reasonable combination of these variables.

Fne basis for the data in Lhis section is Reference 5.1.5.1. This reference gives the

results _l _ program to nbtam the optimum thermal protection/structural combination

for typic_al liquid hydrogen [ucl tanks. However, duc to the complex nature of the problem,

the program input has been made a function of tempcratnrc and time. These were _on-

sidered to be the two major x-ariable parameters for the material, concept and conditions

o, Reference 5.1.5.1.

The program is written so that the insulation penalty is in terms of lbs/ft 2 of tank area

which varies in the sizing routine according to tank volume, which in turn varies with a

number of other design parameters. The equation for tank irusulation weight is:

WINSTK = C(43) * SFUTK + C(77} * SOXTK + C(44)

INSTK =

SFUTK =

SOXTK =

C(43)

C('_7) =

c(44) =

Total Weight of Tank Insulation, lbs

Total Fuel Tank Wetted Area, ft 2

Total Oxidizer Tank Wetted Area, ft 2

Fuel Tank Insulation Unit Weight, lbs/ft 2

Oxidizer T.'mk Insulation Unit Weight, lbs/ft 2

Fixed PropeLlant Tank Insulation Weight, lbs
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The weight coefficient C(43) is obtained from the upper curve in Figure 5.1-5. The fuel

tank insulation unit weight is a function of radiating temperature. The user must

estimate what the maximum radiating temperature will be and select the corresponding value

for C(43). A typical ,-_tdiating temperature of 530°F may be assumed for preliminary runs

ff data is not available for making a specific selection.

The C(43) vsl_e obts_tned from Figure 5.1-5 is for a total flightduration of 500 scconds.

When other flight times are anticipated the C(43) value should be modified by multiplying

it by the time correction factor (Tcorr) obtained from Figure 5. I-6.

I)urmg past Space Shuttle design studies, there has not been a requirement for main

oxidizer tank insulation. However, input data is provided for cases where the user feels

that oxidizer tank insulation is required. The weight coe.fficient C(77) is obtained from

the lower curve in Figure 5.1-5. The se.",_ctlon criteria used to obtain C(77) is the samc

as that used for C(43). The coefficient C(77) obtained from Figure 5.1-5 is for a total

Hight time of 500 seconds. When other flight times are anticipated, the C(77) value

should be modified by multiplying it by the time correction factor (Tcorr.) obtained from

Figure 5.1-6.

The coefflclest C(44) is a fixed in_t weight to the propellant tank insulation calcttlations

This input may bc positive or negative. This input may also be used to input a fixed

propellant tank insulation weight when scaling is not desired. When C(44) is used for this

purpose the coefficients C(43) said C(77) must be set to zero. AH throe coefficients are

initialized at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.
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5.1.6 MAIN FUEL SYSTEM - The fuel system includes the weight of thome items

necessary to deliver the fuel from the vehicle storage tanks to the engine pump inlets,

ts_ak ve_ting and propellant dumping requirements. The weight of such systems is

highly dependent upon the vehicle tank and propulsion system layout and the ease of duct-

ing required to perform the propellant transfer function. The equation for main rue'.

system weight is:

WFUSYS = C(45) * TTOT + C(46) * LBODY + C(47)

WFUSYS =

TTOT =

LBODY =

C(45) =

c(_) =

c(47) =

Total Fuel System Weight, Ibs

Total Stage Vacuum Thrust, Ibs

Body Length, ft

Fuel System Weight Coefficientf(Thrust)

Fuel System Weight Coefficientf(Length),Ibs/ft

Fixed Fuel System Weight, Ibs

The welgl_ of the main fuel system may vary substantially from one vehicle to another

because of the many design considerations which can onT._ be analyzed on the basis of a

specific design application. Since vehicles may have to be sized on a preliminary basis

before detail design data is available the following input coefficients are provided to

acoount for the main fuel system.

An orbiter vehicle, with the fuel tank in an aft position will have a typical input range of

C(45) = 0. 002 to 0. 003 for LH2 fuel. If the fuel is RP-1 the input value _111 vary from

C(45) -- 0.001 to 0. 0015.
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A booster vehicle, with the fuel tank in an aft position will have a typical input range

of C(45) = 0.0015 to 0.0020. If the fuel is RP-1 the input value will vary from C(45)

= 0.0006 to 0.001.

The equation has a term C(46) * LBODY that may be used to calculate the ductmg weight

separately when sufficient detail is available. However, this portion of the equation is

not currently being used and may be zeroed out.

The coefficient C(47) is a fixed input weight to the main fuel system calculation. This

input may be positive or negative. This input may also be used to input a fixed fuel

system weight when scaling is not desired. When C(47) is used for this purpose the

coefficients C(45) and C(46) must be set to zero. All three coefficients are initialized

at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.
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5.1. ? MAIN OXIDIZER SYSTEM - The oxidizer system comprises those items

needed to transfer oxidizer from the vehicle storage tanks to the propulsion system

and the oomponents required to vent or dump the oxidizer tanks. This system _s

dependent upon the size, length and ease of ductlng for tnmsfer of the propellant. The

equation for main oxidizer system weight Is:

WOXSYS = C(48) * TTOT + C(49) * LBODY + C(50)

WOXSYS =

TTOT =

LBODY =

c(48) =

C(4_ =

c{5o) =

Total Oxidizer System Weight, Ibs

Total Stage Vacuum Thrust, Ibs

Body Length, ft

Oxidizer System Weight Coefficientf(Thrust)

Oxidizer System Weight Coefficientf(Length),Ibs/ft

Fixed Oxidizer System Weight, Ibs

The main oxidizer sy_.temweight is dependent upon practicaldesign factors as well as

the fluidflow characteristics. The inputvalues for CA48) and C(49) should be obtained

from the analysis of a spectflcdesign application. However, since a detailanalysis is

not always possibleduring the early phases of a study, the followinginputsare representa-

tiveof an IX)2 system with the LO 2 tank locatedforward of the fueltank.

An orbiter vehicle with the oxidizer tank forward of the fuel tank, and LH2 is used for

the fuel, will have a typical input value that varies from C(48) = 0.0035 to 0.004. If

RP-1 is used for fuel the coefficient C(48) will vary from 0.0025 to 0.003. The .,-eduction

in input value is due to the shorter ducttng lengths required with the higher density and

lower mixture ratio fuel.

A booster vehicle with the oxidizer tank forward of the fuel tank, and LH 2 is used for the

fuel, will have an Input value of C(48) = 0.002 to 0.0025. If RP-I is used for fuel the

coefficient C(48) will vary from 0.0015 to 0.002.
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The term C('t9) * LBODY is provided in the equation so that the ducting weight may be

computed separately from the rest of the oxidizer system. This option is not currently

being used and may be zeroed out by setting C(49) = 0.

The coefficient C(50) is a fixed input weight to the main oxidizer system calculation. This

inlmt may be positive or negative. This input may also be used to input a fixed oxidizer

system weight when scaling is not desired. When C(50) is used for this purpose the

coefficients C(48) and C(49) must be _ct t_ zero. All three coefficients are initialized to

zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.
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5. I. _ PROPELLANT PRESSURIZATION AND PURGE SYSTEM - The propellant

pressurization and purge system for the main propellant system Is representatlve of

a stored high pressure helium system. The two major parameters used to obtain input

are the main tank pressures and the helium storage temperature. The system weight

includes the storage bottles, stored gas and system components. The weight equation

inImts weigh the pressurization and purge syst_ul as a function of rue! and oxidizer tank

volumes. The equation for propellant pressurization and purge system weight is:

WPRSYS = C(51) * VFUTK + C(52) * VOXTK + C(187)

WPRSY8 =

VFUTK =

VOXTK =

C(51) --

C(5=) =

c(ts'O =

Weight of Pressurization System, Ibs

Total Volume of Fuel Tank, ft 3

Total Volume of Oxidizer Tank, ft 3

Fuel Tank Pressure System Weight Coefficient, lbs/ft 3

Oxidizer Tank Pressure System Weight Coefficient, lbs/ft 3

Fixed Pressurization System Weight, lbs

The coefficients C(51) and C(52) are fuel and oxidizer dependent, respectively, for the

pressurization and purge system weights. The input values for these coefficients are

obtained from Figure 5.1-7.

The coefficient C(187) is a fixed input weight to the pressurization and purge system

calculation. This input may be positive or negative. Thls input may also be used to

input a fixed pressurization and purge system weight when scaling is not desired. When

C(187) is used for this purpose the coefficients C(51) and C(52) must be set to zero. All

three ooefficiente are initialized at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is

input.

The alrbreathlng propulsion pressurization system, for JP type fuel, includes the weight

of the storage bottles, stored gas and system component. The weight of the alrbreathing

fuel prvssurizatlon system is calculated by the following equatiom
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WABFP8 - 0. 0009 * C(149) * ANENGS * AN TANK

WABFPS =

ANENGS =

ANTANK =

c4149) =

Weight of JP Pressurization System, lbs

Number of Alrbreathing Engines

Number of Alrbreathing Fuel Tanks (JP)

Airbrea_tng Engine Thrust per Engine, lbs
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5.1.9 NAC'ELL£. I_JDHAND PYI,ONS _ The nacelle, tx_ds and pylons weight txmalty

i_.,.associated with the aS rbrt::'.dnn_ .q:,'back t.,n_.lne8, l_,is Ix.r,:dty has been included in

tt_eengine weig_-htinput du_-,.:_:' :._iou:,.,_t_ilcs. }io_ever a ._caling equation is presented

so the user has the option ,_t ca;'rx.,m}" thi-_ l_'nalty ;Ls n ._cpar.t_} weight. The equation

for nacelle, pods and pyl,._r. '_ t :;Jtt _e:

WNA CE [, = "C(36} " 'A'ABi'I¢ , C(37}

WNACE!, =

WA B P R

Weight ,>! N;lc¢'lh;. Poda ;rod ihk,ns, '.L._

Wet_:t_t OI Alrt, rt, athwg Engln_b for I,'lyhack,

N:.'ell,,, l_d._ _ua._ Pylon_l Well_ _. (_,clt;cicrlt

Fixcd N;_< cllc, }_d:_ and [_lon Weig_lt, lbs

Ibs

The cx>e£fic,cut C(36) scMcs the rutce[le, pods ,_d pylon weight as a function of flyback

engine weight. Input for tJli_ _x_,_fficie.nt is dependent on the type and size of flyback enffw.e

used and must be determined at the time of usage.

The coefficient C(37) is a fixed input weight to the nacelle, pods and pylon calculation.

'this i'xtmt may be posture or negative. This input may also be used to input a fixed nacelle,

pods and pylon weight when scaling is not desired. When C(37) is used _or this purpose

the coefficient C(36) must be set to zero. "Vne coeftlcienta C(3b) and C(37) are both

initialized at zero and _11 not be used unless a value {+ or -) is Input.

t_
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5.1.10 AIRBREATHING PROPULSION TANKAGE AND SYSTEMS -- The alrbreathing

propulsion tankage and systems weight include the tanks, pumps, lines, valves, etc. A

test is made on C(212) and C(213) to determine the type of fiyback fuel used.

H C_2t2) or C(OI3} nave a positive value the fiyback propellant will be liquid hydrogen and

the tankage and system weight will be determined by the following equation. When liquid

hydrogen is used the term ABFSYS will be automatically set to zero.

WABFTK = C(212) * WABFU + C(213) + ABFSYS

WABFTK --

WABFU =

ABFSYS =

C(212) --

C(213)

,Veight of Airbreathlng Propulsion Tankage and System, lbs

Weight of Airbreathtr.g Fuel, lbs

Airbreathing Fuel System W-ight (JP), lbs

Airbreathlng Propulsion Tankage and System Weight Coefficient

Fixed Airbreathing ProDttlsion Tankage and Syste.m Weight, lbs

The coefficient C(212) is used to scale the airbreathmg propulsion tankage and system

weight as a function of airbreathing fuel weight. A typical value of C(212) =0.20 may

be used when the atrbreathiag fuel tank is assumed to be inside the main fuel ta:xk.

The coefficient C(213) is a fixed input weight to the atrbreathing propulsion tankage and system

calculation. This input may be positive or negative. This input may also be used to

input a fixed alrbreathtag propulsiun tankage and system weight when scaling is not desired.

When C(213) is usud for this purpose the coet21cient C(212) must be set t_ zero. The

coefficients C(212) and C(213) are both mlflalizt._i at zero.

When the coefficients C(212) and C(213)ICare both set to zero the fuel system will be cal-

culated on the basis of a JP--4 or JP-5 type system. The parameters used am limited to

those which would be availabh; in a preliminary design study, The fuel system is broken

do_n_ into boost and transfer txmaps, distribution system - Part I, Distribution System -

Part 12, Fuel System Controls, Grouad Redueling System, Fuel Dump .'rod Drain System,

amd T_nk Bay Sealing. The data presented for the weight c_lc_Hation eL"the JP t wpe s_v:_tems

are based on Referet_ce 5. I, 10.1.

¢ _v=-r C(.a_) = . o©oOt 63
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The weight of the boost and transfer pumps Is a function of the engine thrust and the number

:ffengines. The equation for boost and transfer pumps is:

WBPUMP = C{149) * ANENGS * (1.75 + 0.266 * ANENGS)/1000

WBPUMP _--

ANENG._5 =

C(149) --

Total Weight of Boost .and Transfer Pumps, Ibs

Number oI Airbreathing Enganes

Atrbreathing Engine Thrust Per Engine, Ibs

The fuel distribution system - Part I is the total of all fuel lines, supports, fittings, etc., to

provide fuel flow from a reservoir tank to the en.ganes. The cxluation for the fuel distribution -

Part I Weight is:

WDIST1 -: ANENGS* C(191) * C(149) ** 0.5

WDIS T 1

ANENGS =

C(191) =

C(149) =

Total Weight ol Fuel Distribution System - Part I, lbs

Number of Alrbreathing Engines

Fuel Distribution System - Part I - Weight Coefficient

Airbreathing Engine Thrust Per Engine, lbs

The input coeL.iclent C(191) is used to differentiate between a non-aiterburntng and nfterburning

engines. Ifthe flyback engine utilizes an afterburner the input value will be C(191) = 0. 316.

For a non-aftsrburning engine, which is most common [or Space Shuttle vehicles, the input

value will be C(191) = 0.221.

When JP type fuel is used for fl_,oack, the system weights utilize gallons as a parameter.

The equation for gallons is:

GA L = WABFU/6.5

I

GAL =

WABFU =

Total Gallons of Fuel

Weight of Alrbreathing Fuel, Ibs
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The fuel ,tlstrtbution system - Part II is the total of all fuel lines, fittings, supports, etc., to

provide flow between various tanks within the system. The equaLion for the fuel distribution

system - Part H Weight is:

WDIST2 = 0.255 * GAL ** 0.7 * ANTANK ** 0.25

WDIST2 =

fiAL =

ANTANK =

Total Weight of Fuel Distribution System - Part n, Ibs

Total Gallons of Fuel

Number of Airbreathing Fuel Tanks (JP)

The fuel system controls is the total of all valves and valve operating equipment such as wiring,

relays, cables, etc. The equation for the fuel system controls weight is:

WFCONT = 0. 169 * ANTANK * GAL ** 0.5

WFCONT =

ANTAN'K =

GAL =

Total Weight of Fuel System Controls, Ibs

Number of Alrbreathing Fuel Tanks (JP)

Total Gallons of Fuel

The fuel tank refueling system includes the ducts and valves necessary to fill the fuel tanks.

The equation for fuel tank refueling system weight is:

WREFUL = ANTANK * (3.0 + 0.45 * GAL ** 0.333)

WREFUL =

ANTANK =

GAL =

Total Weight of Fuel Tank Kefueltng System, Ibs

Number of Airbreathlng Fuel Tanks (JP)

Total Gallons of Fuel
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The fuel tank dump and drain system is tho total valves and plumbing necessary to dump and

drain the JP fuel system. The equation for fuel tank dump and drain system weight is.

WDRANS = 0. 159 * GAL ** 0.65

VCDRANS =

GAL =

Total Weight of Fuel Tank Dump and Drain System, Ibs

Total Gallons of Fuel

The fuel tank bay sealing is the total weight of sealing compound and structure required to

provide a fuel tight compartment. This sealing ts used with a bladder tank to prevent fuel

leakage and it is used to seal a structural compartment to provide an integral tank concept.

The equation for fuel tank bay sealing weight is:

WSEA L = 0.045 * ANTANK * (GAL/ANTANK) ** 0.75

WSEA L =

ANTANK =

GA L =

Total Fue_ Tank Bay Sealing Weight, lbs

Number of Airbreathing Fuel Tanks (JP)

Total Gallons of Fuel

The type of fuel tank construction assumed in this study for JP type fuel is the non-self sealing

(bladder) and self-sealing. The mlmt data presented here also assumes that the tanks are

located in either the wing box or carry-through structure. However, the equation is of a form

that other tankage systems may be studied If Input data is available. The equation for JP

fuel tank weight is:
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WFUNCT = C(1891 * {CA L/ANTANK) •° o.6 * ANTANK + C(190)

WFUNCT =

GAL

ANTA NK

"FoLal Wright of Fu_l Tank, !b_

"I'olnl (_allons of Fuel

NumJ_;r o| Airbreathkng Fuel r;tnks (JP)

I.ucl C_nk Weight (._efflcient

I-l×_-:l Fuel "ru.nk Weight, lbs

The inpq_tcocfficl_ntC(189_ *s used b, dtf/crentlatcbetween sclf-seaJmg and non-seLf-sealing

tank:;. Ifsel/-scal_g is assumrd flh,_input vMue will be C(189) ::3.0. For a non-sel/-sealing

t.mtk,which ts most common for Space Shuttle vehicles, the input value will be C(189) = 1.27.

The tank weight calculated by this equation includes supports .'rodbacking boards.

The coefficientC(190) is a fLXed input weight to the fvcl tank calculation. This input may

be positive or negative. This inptttmay also bc used to in[x.l[a lIxed fuel tank weight

when scaling is not desired. When C(190_ is used for this purT_ose the coefficient

C(189) must be set to zero. The t)ocfficientsC(189) and C(190) are Ix)thinitializedat zero

and wall not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

The weight of the flyback fuel system for JP type fuel is summed by the equation:

ABFSYS = WBPUMP + WDISTI + WDIST2 ;-WFOONT + WREFUL

+ WDRANS ÷ WSEAL + WFUNCT + WABFPS

The weight of the flyback fuel system for JP type fuel less tankage is calculated by the

equation:

WABFS = ABFSYS - WFUNCT

The totalweight of the propulsion system is summed by the equation:

WPROP = WENGS + WNACEL + WFUTK + WOXTK + WINSTK + WFUSYS

+ WOXSYS + WPRSYS + WENGS2 + WFUTK2 + WOXTK2

+ WABPR + WABFTK
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6.0 ORIENTATION CONTROLS AND SEPARATION

6.10fllENTA'IqOXt CONTROI_.S AND SEPARATION - SPACE SHUTTI.E

............ -- .,,_ _,_,L,_A _,Li_i-_t:t'_or-cont{'(fl) actuat_tm system i_

utilized when a rocket engine is used for main impulse. I_e data in Figures 6. 1-I

and 6.1-2 Is barbed on Reference 6.1. 1.1 and is for an electrical system c, msisting

ofasllver-zinc primary battery, ad.c. electric motor and agear train, two m_-

nettc partlcal clutches _md ball-screw actuators. The work tn Reterence 6.1. I. 1

also covered a pneumati _ actuation system. Both systt.ms were "xmapletiti'.'e frt,m

a weight standpoint w)th a Blight advantage for ele('tncai systems !or the longer opera-

ting times (_ 1200 sec. ) and for all torque levels greater than 1000 lb-in.

The system _,ei:;ht Is cxpretqsed In par_tmetric form tL'_ a lunction of delivered torque,

ma_ximum de_ection rate of oozzie anti operating time. "Pne range of significant opera-

tional requirements and conditior_n for the data presented hurt., are:

Delivered Tc, rque

Nozzle Deflection

Nozzle Deflection Rate

Operating Time

Thermal Environment

Acceleration

(;, 000 to 3,000, *_00 lb-in

2 to 20 degrees

5 to 25 degrees/second

50 to 1200 seconds

-420 to +400 _F

2.5 to 15g

The system assurnea pitch a.'_d yaw control for single engine and pitch, yaw and roll

control for multiple engines. The equation for delivered torque is:

TDEL = 750 * (TTOT/NENGS/PCqlA]W) ** 1.25

TDEI, =

TTOT =

NENGS =

PC]tAM =

Gimbal System Delivered Torque, Ib-_

Total Stage Vacuum Thrust, Ibs

Total Nu.-nher of Engines Per Stage

Roek,:t Engine (_amt.,er Pressure, psia

t;9
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The delivered torque calculation assumes a maximum nozzle deflection of 10 degrees.

The calculated del_vered torque is then used in the gimbal system weight equation which is:

wS'rAB - NENGS * (C(28) * TDEL ** C(Ig0) ) + CA.161)

WSTA B

NENGS

TDE I.

c(2_)

C(t6o)

C(16_

Weight of Engine Gimbal System, lbs

Total Number of Engines per Stage

Glmbal System Delivered Torque, lb-in

Gimbal System Weight Coefficient (Intercept)

Gimbal System Weight Coefficient (Slope)

Fixed Gimbal System Weight, lbs

The weight coefficim ts C(28) and C(160) represent the intercept and s_ope, respectively,

for the curves shown in Figures 6.1-1 and 6.1-2. These coefficients scale the gimbal

system weight per engine as a function of the engine delivered torque. The 'data m Figure

6.1-1 represents a gimbal system with a maximum nozzle deflection rate ol 20 deg/see

and Figure 6.1-2 is for 5 deg/sec. Both figures are for maximum deflections of 10 degrees

and operating times of 100 to 1200 seconds. If the maximum deflection rate is between

and 20 degrees the coefficient C(28) may be ratioed from the values shown on Figures 6.1-1

and 6.1-2.

The gimbal system is calculated as a weight per engine and then multiplied by the number

of engines per stage. If the engines are slaved together as one or more units the coef-

ficient C(28) will have to be modified to account for the reduction in weight. This modification

Is a ftmc*Aon of the specific design and is left to the discretion of the user.

The coefficient C(161) is a fixed input weight to the gimbal system calculation. This input

may be positive or negative. This input may also be used to input a fixed gimbal system

weight when scaling Is not desired. When C(161) Is used for this purpose, the coefficient

C(.28) must be set to zero. The coefficient C(161) is initialized at zero and will not be

used unless a value (+ or -) Is input.
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6.1.2 SPATIAL ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM -- This subsystem represents the

weight of the attitudecontrol system which includes engu_es, valves, pressurant and

rcsldual propellants. Itdoes not include the propellants and tY,eir associated tankage.

The system includes pitch, yaw, roll and translation engines. The equation for attitude

control system weight is:

WA CS - C(156) * WWAIT (4) ** C(155) + C(157)

WA C'S =

WWAIT(4) =

c(15_

C(155) =

c057) =

Weight of Attitude Control System, lbs

Initial Orbit Weight, lbs

A CS System Weight Coefficient (Intercept)

ACS System Weight Coefficient (Slope)

Fixed ACS System Weight, lbs

The weight coefficients C(156) a..d C(155) represents the intercept and slope, respectively,

for the data shown in Fkgure 6.1-3. These coefficients scales the attitude control system

as a tunctton of initial orbit weight and type of system. The upper curve is representative

of a high pressure turbopump system. The thrust level ranges from 1,000 lbs to 2,000 lbs

per thruster with the number of thrusters varying from 15 to 30. The lower curve is

representative of a high pressure fed super critical storage system. The thrust range

and number of thrusters are the same as the upper curve.

The coedLflctent C(157) is a fixed input weight to the attitude control system calculation. This

input may be positive cr negative. This inl_lt may also be used to input a fixed gimbal

system weight when scaling is not desired. When C(157) is used for this purpose, the

coefficient C(156) must be set to zero. The coefficient C(157) is initialized at zero and will

not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

6.1.3 ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM TANKAGE -- The attitude control system tankage

weight includes the bladders, insulation, mounting, etc. 0 but does not include the pro-

pell,'mts. The equation for attitude control system tankaome weight is:
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WA CISTK = C41_4) * (_VAC.SFO + WACfLE_ + C(165)

GDC-DBBTO-O02

WAC_TK

WA CSFO :

WA CKI-:S :-

c(i64)

c(les)

Weft_ht of A_ltude Control System Tankage, lbs

_V.,,i:zht of A CS Fuel and Oxidizer, ibs

_,Veight el' ACS Propellant ttcserve, lbs

A t_ Tank Weight Coefficient

!-'ix_,! ACS Tank Wetght, !bs

Ti_t: cx)cfflcient C(16.t) scah<_ the attitude control propellant tamkage weight as a function

cf tot.a/ att,l_:de control prot_lla-nt and reserve propellant wright. Different types of

propellant combitmtions and t_torage ar_mgelnents [may be u_e(t. H a stor_.ble propellant

is used z t)'pield tnt_at valu,_' ts C.'[64) _: e. tO. A crb._genic p_x,ot, llant will ,have an i.rput

_,aiue of C,,164) =0.25 1i th¢: cryuge,nc propellant utdizt:s super criuc:d storage the input

value should be increased to C(L64) = 0.60.

The coeffieim_t C(165) is z ftued input we_,J_t to tb: attitud(, control tankage calculation.

This input may be positlve or newative. This input may ais,3 be used to input a f_ed

tankage weight when scaling is not desired. When C(165) is used for this purpose, the

coefficient C.(164) r-_,s_ be set to zero. The _x)efficlent C(lt]5) is tn.itaalizcd at zero, and

will aot be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.
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6.I.4 AERODYNAMIC CONTROt.S -- The weight of this subsystem includes me total

_:tgh.tof the aerodynamic control system. Itincludes all control levers, push-pull ft3ds,

c.bics, and ectuators from t_.econtrol stationup to but not including the aerodynamic

surfaces. This weight does not include the autopilotor the AN Hydraulic/Pneunmtic

system weight. i'hec_luationh,r aerodynamic controls system weight is:

WAER()
C(55) %%VAIT(5) ** 0.689 * (LBODY + CSPAN) ** 0.,.87j

•* c(le5)+ C(56)

WAERO =

WWA IT(5) =

LBODY

CS PA N -=

c(55)

c(iss) =

c(_s) =

Weight t_t Aerodynamic Co,tr_ls, lbs

Initial -'ntry Weight, lbs

Body I,ength. ft

Structural Span (Along .5 Chord), t't

Aerodynamic Control System Weight Coellicicnt (Intercept)

Aerodynamic Control System Weight Coefficient (Slope)

Fixed Aerodynamic Control System Weight, Ibs

The weight coefficients C(55) and C(185) represent the intercept and s]ope, respectively, for

the aerodynamic control_ data from various alrcraft shown in Figure 6.1-4. These coefficient

scales the aerodynamic controls weight as a function of entry weight, body length and struc-

tu:_l wing spau. The data is also representative of tixed wing "_ircruft. If a variable sweep

wing design ts involved the coefficient C(55) should be increased from 8 to 10% to account

for the actuation system penalty.

The coetficlentC(56) is a fixed Input weight to the aerodynamic controls calculation. This

i_:put nmy be positive or negative. This input may also be used to input a fixed aerodynamic

cxmtcols weight when sealing is not desired. When C{56) is used for this purpose the

coeflicient C(55) must be set to zero. The coefficients C(55), C(185) and C(56) are all

initialized at zero a_d will not be used unless a value (+or -) is Input.
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6 1,.5 SEPARATION SYSTEM _ The separation system weight includes the system

and attachments that are used for separating the two stages lrom each other. Tl'ds weight

includes the separation sysmm back-up structure required to react the loads as well as

the fittings and stcucmre that attaches the two stages together.

Since the booster is dropped early in flight,the major loadb may be reacted by the booster

structure. The separation system weight for both orbiter and booster is scaled as a function

of orbiter take-off weight. Thi:-"is accomplished by utilizinga different equation in each

stage caJeqlation. The equations for separation system weight are:

___rbite r Stage:

WAUXT = C(153) * WTO + C(154)

Booster Stage:

WAUXT = C(]53) * WPAYi. + c(154)

WAUXT =

WTO

WPAY [, -:

C(153) =

C_154) -

Weight of Separation System, lbs

Take-off Weight, Ibs

Total Payload Weight. lbs

Separation Syutem Weight Coeffieien _.

"r'i_ed Separation _ystem Weight, Ibs

The coetflclsntC(153) scales the separation system as a ftuu.ctionof orbiter take-off weight

for both the orbiter and booster stages. The booster equation uses payload weight as the

st_llng term but the program Is such that the booster payload is equal to orbiter take-off

weight.

If design data i_ not avallabm, and ,t Is assumed that the major loads are reacted by the

ix)ost_r, a preliminary design value of C(15::) _ 0.001 to 0.003 may be used Ior the orbiter.

h preliminary doslilzl value of C(153) - 0.02 to 0.04 may Le used for the booster. As

sel_ratton system dosilpl data bec_)mes available, new values for C(153) should be generated

and incorporated tnto the Data tlandb<x_k.
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The coefficient C(154) is a fixed input weight to the separation system calcxdatton. This

input may be positive or negative. This input may also be used to input a fixed separation

system weight when healing is not desired. When C(154) is used for this purpose the

coefficient C(153) must be set to zero. The coeflici,-,ts C(153) and C(154) are both

initialized at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

The total weight of the orientation controls and separation group is summed by the equation:

WORSUL = WSTAB + WACS + WAERO + WAUXT * WACSTK
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7.0

7.1

7.1.1

POWER SUPPLY, CONVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION

POWER SUPPLY, CONVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION - SPACE SBUTTLE

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM -- This subsystem includes the weight items required

to generate, convert and distribute electrical power required to operate the various

vehicle subsystems. "D_e major components represented in this system weight are power

generaUng units, transformers, recetifier units, control equipment and electrical Dower

distribution system.

The Slmce Shuttle electrical load will vary with flight requirements and trajectories as a

result of raring demands of each subsystem. The subsystems requiring electrical power

are comprised primarily of the electronic equipment and the electrically driven fuel

system. The equation for electrical system weight is:

WSORCE = C(62) _'(WAVIOC + WABFS) ** C(63) + C(64)

WSORCE =

WAVIOC =

WABFS =

c(e2) =

c,(s3) =

c(s4) =

Weight of Electrical System, lbs

Weight of Avionic System, lbs

Weight of JP Fuel System Less Tanks, lbs

Electrical System Weight Coefficient (Intercept)

Electrical System Weight Coefficient (Slope)

Fixed Electrical System Weight, lbs

The weight coefficients C(62) and C(63) represents the intercept and slope, respectively,

for the electrical system data shown in Figure 7.1-1. The coefficients C(62) and C(63)

scales the prime power source and distributton weight as a function of the electronic and

electrical driven (flyback Jl_ fuel system weights.

"o_
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The flyback fuel system may utilize either liquid hydrogen of JP for flyback fuel. If the

flybaek fuel _ystem utilizes a pressure fed liquid hydrogen system, fed from the main fuel

system, it will not significantly affect the electrical requirements and will therefore be

omitted from the calculation. This is acoomplished Ly testing for JP and either calculating

a value for WABFS or setting WABFS equal to zero.

The coefficient C(64) i3 a fnxed input weight to the electrical system calculation. This

input nmy be ix)_itl\l, or negative. This in_t amy also be used to input a fixed electrical

system weight when sea:rag is not re,sired. When C(64) is used for this purpose the coefficient

C(62) must be set to zero. ]'he coefficient C(64) is initialized at zero and will not be used

unless a value (* or -) is input.

The electrical system may utilize a power generating system that requires propellants. The

weight of prim., power sourc_ propellant tankage is calculated by the equation:

WPOWTK = C(29) * WPOWFO + C(60)

WI_OWTK .:

WPOWFO =

C(29) =

c46o) =

Weight of Prime Power Source Tmxk::ge, :bs

Weight oI Prime Power Source Propellants, lbs

Prime Power Source Tankage Weight Coefficient

Fixed Prime Power Source Tankage Weight, lbs

The coefficient C(29) scales the prime power source tam<age as a function of prime power

source propellant weight. Differeut types of propellant combinations and storage arrange-

ments may be used. If a storable propellant is used a typical input walue is C429} = 0.10.

If a cryogenic propellant is utilized a typical input value is C(29) -- 0.25. If the

cryogenic propellant utilizes super critical storage system the typical input value should

be increased to C(29) = 0.60.

_2
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Figure 7.1-1
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The coefficient C(60) is a fixed input weight to the prime power source tankage cal-

culation. This input may be positive or negative. This input may also be used to input

a fixed prime IxJwer source tankage weight when scaling is not desired. When C(60) is

used for this Farpose the coefficientC(28) must be set to zero. The coefficients C(29)

and C(60) are both initializedat zero and will not be used unless a value (* or -) is input.

The total electric_tl system weight is summed by the equation:

WPOWER -_ WSORCE + WPOWTK
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7. I.2 HYDRAU LIC/PNEUMATIC SYSTEM -- The hydraulie/Imeumatic system is

comp_ of the system components to produce fluidor pneunmtlc pressure, control

eqUilYment, storage vessels, hydraulic fluidand a distribution system up to but not

mcludlng the various functional branches, acl_tators,etc. The equatiou for hydraulic/

pneumat|c system weight is:

WRIYCAD =
C(65) * _SWING + SHORZ + SVERT) * Q/1000) *_'I.3125

+ (LBODY + CSPAN) ** 1.06125_, ** C(66) + C(67)
J

WHYCAD =

SWING =

SHORZ --

SVERT =

Q :

IAK)DY =

CSPAN =

C(65) --

J{_ =

c(ev) =

Weight of Hydraulic/Pneumatic System, lbs

Gross Wing Area, ft"

Horizontal S1;abiltzer Planlorm Area, ft 2

Vertical Fin Plm_orm Area, tt 2

Maximum Dynamic Pressure, Ibs/tt 2

Body Length, ft

Structural Span (Along. 5 Chord), ft 2

Hydraulic/Pneumatic System Weight Coefficient (Intervept)

Hydraullc/Pnetmmt_c System Weight Coefficient (Slope)

Fixed Hydraulic/Pmmmr.tlc System Weight, Ibs

The weight coefficientsC(65) and CA66) represent_ the intercept and slope, respectively,

for the hydraulic/pneumatic system data shown in Figure 7.1-2. These input coefficients

scale the hydraulic/pneumatic system as a function of the sttmmation of aerodynamic

surface areas times the d_aa_c pressure am] as a ftmctlon of body length and b_tructural

span. The areas and dynamic pressure are the parameters for sizing the hydraulic/

Imeumatlc equipment. The body length and structural span ia used as the psrameters to

account for the distribution system.

The coefficient CA67) is a fixed input weight to the hydraulic/pneumNt_c system calculation.

This input may be positive or negative. This input may also be used to input a fixed

hydrauJtc/Imeumatic system weight where scaling is not desired. When C(67) is used for

this purpose tl_ coefficient C(65) mast be set to zero. The coefficient C(67) is initialized

at zero and will not be treed unless a value (+ or -) is input.
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8.0 AVIONICS

8.1 AVIONICS SYSTEMS - The avionic system, for this study, includes the guidaJ_ce

and navigation s_tem, the ix_trumentatlon system and the communications system.

8, 1. 1 GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTF:M - The guidance and navigation system

includes those items necessary to ensure that the vehicle position and its trajectory is

knov_ at all times. This system also generates commands re, the flight control sys-

tem for changing or L_rrecting the vehicle heading. The equation for guidance and

navigation system weight is:

WGNAV : C(68)

"['he r_oefficient C(68) fs a fixed input weight that depends upon the type system utilized.

A typical input v:dtte /or space shutth, type .,ehicles and trajectories is ('(_;,_ } = 550.

8. 1.2 INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM - The im¢'-rumentation system provides for a

weight allocation assigned to the basic instruments normally required for sensing

and readou',, of the normal flight parameters needed for monitoring a flight program.

!n addition to this basic system there are many possible mission oriented iastrumeno

tat'ion functions that may be required. Weight allocation for the lnstrumereation sys-

tem is normally part of a design study for a particular vehicle design and mission

requirement. However, an initial estimate oi the instrumentation system weight may

be obtained by the following equation:

WINST

WINST

LBODY

C(69)

c(7o)

= C(69) • LBODY + C(70)

= Weight o[ Instrumentation System, Ibs

-- Body length, ft

:: Instrumentation System Weight Coefficient, Ibs/ft

= Fixed Instrumentation System Weight, Ibs

87
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l%e coefficient C(69) Is a ftmction of body length to account for various inst-umenta-

tion tha" Is spread along the vehicle body. This input w_LI be configuration oriented

:,_d must be c,_tima*ed by rh( ,_( ..

:;:_' _:,,_;fficient (.:_,:) _5 a _,wi miJat tu L*]e tnstrumentat_o_ t::,._t_.'m calculation. ['his midst

n.;_v be _x,stt:ve or _:e_c,.tix.... "'?_i:_ input ;_:Lv 2]so be u._ed to input a ILxed instrumentat_ort

_y_.:m weight when _ .drag l_ r'.,.A desired. Typical fixed input values for Space b'hutth t>.pv

,,,.i,_ch: is ('(;0) - I:_0_) tot _,.. ,.::,iter and C(70) : 2000 for the b<)oster. When C(70) _s mi)ut

a:_ a fixed svstem wci_._t, ;.'_: _,..¢.ttic,ent C(6_ must bc set to zer,). The coefficients Ci(;<._)

>i ('(70) a_e _):L; mitmlizL-t at .'.ero and will not be used unh.s._ a value(+ of -) is il_p_tt.

-_. :. i <'¢)MMUNtCA'II(.)N SYSTVM - The commtmicati,.)n system weight allocation is

for :,II (%uipment nec_,s_ar._ t(, p:',,vldt: Ion" the communicatir, r_ l,,,t-;'een vehicle and air

,,_ ,; e'o,ar_d :_ta'.iuns i,>.,'ludmg :-¢,mmm-,ic:ati_.n w_thm '_(. vehicl( ) _tself. The equation for

c_mm_mic_tion system ._,:ti:t_ is:

V,'_.'C;MM. (.'_/t) • NCI_.E_A • C(72)

WCOMM :- Weight ,>i ¢?cmmunication System, lbs

NCRE'W :- N,amber of Crv_v Member_,

C(71) = Commm:lcatlon S_stem Weight Coefficient

C(72) : Fixed Communication System Weight, lbs

The co( fficte.nt C(71) is a function of crew size and may be tu_ed if a specific type

commun:cation system is being _._d. ttowevev, in most ca_es the communication

s._tem is input as a fixed weight by t_e of the coefficient _.{,.). When C(72} is used

for this purpose the coefficient C(71) must be zero. Typic_ inp,at va'ues for Space Shu_le

vehicles witi_ a crew of two is C(12) = 600 for the orbiter and C(72) = 350 for the booster.

The tet,'tl weight of the aviomcu system is summe't by the eqtn, tion:

WAVIOC ,= WC, NAV _" WINST " _'Cr)MM
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9.0

9.1

9.1.1

PERSONNE I.PROVISIONS

PERSONNE I.PROV]SIONS - SPA CE S)IUTTI.E

PERSONHEI. PROVISIONS -- The persunne! prov_s}ons include the equipment and

t_,r_nmel environmental (_mtrol system, coolant sy,'_tem, personnel ac_)mmodatJon8, [ixed

ldc _upport ¢_luipm,,nt,emergency equipment, [urnishings, crew station contro'.sand l)ancls.

The equipment environmental control system Is used to maintain the correct operating

oooditloas for vehicle system equipment. Under the procedures for obtaining program

inputs for this system a thermal a_lysls should be made in which equipment Is provided

to obtain a thermal balance over a wide range of operating conditions. This procedure

requlres detailed knowledge of specific design conditions for high accuracy and should

always be followed when possible. In lieu of this, the input can be based upon past studies

or weight allocations used in initialdesign s,*udies. The typica_ coefficients glvev in

Tal_le 9.t.l are based upon some present alrcr_ft data and vehicle design study values.

"['hefunction of the persovnal environmental control system is to provide an acceptably

environmental condition for the crew. Thla includes temperature, atmosl_.ere and

pressurization equipment and supports. The best design inputs are provided after a

thermal analysis is made using the componen_ size and weight along with known design

parameters. When this i8 not posaiMe, reasonable weight allocations may be made for

Inltlaldesign purposes which age baaed on present aircraft. The coefficients shown in

Table 9.1.1 are intended to provide the uec c with typical values which will yield weight

allocattotm of the right magnitude.

The coolant system is required for controlling environment in conjunction with

the overall active environmental control system. The weight st this item is usually dcriv_._t

during ,..e process of thermal analysis of the compartment design conditions. In the

absence of a weight estimate based on a thermal analysis, a typical number is provided

which Is based on existing aircraft data. The input for c_nalant system is given In Table

9.1.1.

_D
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The accommodations for personnel includes seats, supports, restraints, shock absorbers,

ejection mechanisms, etc. The weights used for these items usually fall into a narrow

band depending upon the type of sea: required by design. Hominal weights for various

type systems are shown i. Table 9.1.1. The user has the option to select the best input

to fit his specific design. Space is left on Lhe tabi_ so thnt _'he user may add data fur

other systems If he so desires.

The f_xefl life support system includes food containers, waste management, hygiene equip-

ment, etc. A typical value for this input is shown in Table 9.1.1.

The fixed emergency equipment includes a build-in fire extinguishing system, life rafts,

etc. A typical value for this mImt ,s shown in Table 9.1.1.

The furnishings includes crew .._t_x'age cabinets, partitions and sound proofing. A typical

value for this hlp_t is sho_qa m Table 9.1.1.

The crt._ s_ation control ,xrld paJmls is tot installation of crew station flight controls,

m_trurnent panel_, control pet!,-,_t-Hs :rod stands. Typical input values for the crew

station eontro_,s and panels are _ho,vn in "Fable 9.1.1.

The personnel provisions are a combined function of landing weight, crew size and fixed

weights. Therefore, the weight penalty may be represented by one equation and the various

inputs collected and summed from Table 9.1.1. The equation for personnel provisions

weight is:

w P PRO V : C(74) * WWAIT(7) + C(75) * NCREW + C(76)

WPPROV =

WWAIT(7) =

NCREW =

C(74)

c(75) --

C(76)

Weight of Crew Provisions, lbs

Maximum Landing Weight, Ibs

Number of Crew Members

Equipment E CS Weight Coefficient

Crew Provisions Weight Coefficient

Fixed Crew Provisions Weight, lbs
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The input coefficient C(74) is used to scale the equipment euvironmenLM control system and

fixed emergency equipment with landing weight. A typical value for C(74) is shown in

Table 9. I. 1.

The input coefficient C(75) is used to scale the personnel pcovisioas with crew size. Typical

values for the crew dependent provisions are shown in Table 9.1.1. The user may select

and sum the C(75) values he wishes to incorporate into any given run. If a design has beAh

crew and passengers, the weight may be accounted for by ovcr weighting the C(75) input.

The input coefficient C(76) is used for fixed weight portions of the _arious personnel pro-

vision items. The user may sum the typical values shov.a m Table 9.1.1 and input as one

number. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed weight for the total personnel

provisions when scaling is not desired. When C(76") is used for this purpose the coefficients

C(74) and C(75) must be set to zero.
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Typical Personnel Provisions Input.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION C(74) C(75) C(76)

Equipment Environmental Control

Booster

Orbiter

Personnel Environmental Control

0. 00015

0. 001

Booster

Orbiter

Coolant System

Booster

Orbiter

Accommodations Ior Personnel

100

300

100

2OO

B-70 2_y-pe Encapsulated Seat

X-15 Ejection Seat

Gemini Ejection Seat

Lightweight Ejection Seat

Conventional Crew Seat

570

3OO

220

100

50-120

Fixed Life Support

Booster

Orbiter

Fixed Emergency Equipment

Fu rvishlngs

Crew Station Controls and Panels

0. 0008

10

60

5O

50

a

350
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10.0 DESIGN RESERVE

10.1 DESIGN RESERVE - SPACE SHUTTLE

10.1.1 CONTINGENCY AND GROWTH - The input for contingency and growth permits

a proportion of dry weight and/or a fixed weight to be set aside for growth allowance,

desi_ unknows, etc. The dry weight is summed by the equation:

WDRY = WSURF + WBODY + WTPS + WLRD * WPKGP + WORSUL +

WPOWCD + WGNAV + WINST + WCOMM + WPPROV + WPOWER

..[

is:

This value for dry weight is then used in the equation for contingency and growth which

WCONT = C(96) * WDRY + C(162)

WCONT =

WDRY =

C(96) =

c(ze2) =

Weight of Contingency and Growth, Ibs

Stage Dry Weight, Ibs

Contingency and Growth Coefflcleut

Fixed Contingency and Growth Weight, Ibs

The coefficientC(96) is an input coeHlclent to provide a percentage of dry welght for

contingency and growth. The input value for C(96) is the users responsibility as to the

percent he wants to allocate for this purpose. If 10% is desired the coefficient is input

as O. 10 or 15% Is O. 15, etc.

The coefficient C(162) is used to input a fixed weight to the growth and contingency cal-

culation. This input may be positive or negative. An additional use for this coefficient

would be to input ballast weight if required.
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When scaling is not desirod, this coefficientmay be used to input a fixed weight for con-

tingcncy, gr_w'th or ballast. When C(162) is used for this purpose the coefficient C(96)

must be set to zero. The coefficients C(96) and C(162) are both imtialized at zero and

will not be used unless a value (+or -) is input.

The weight empty is summed by the equation:

WEMPTY = W'DRY + WCONT
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II.0

II.I

ii.I.I

PERSONNE L

PERSONNEL - SPACE SHUTTLE

CREW AND CREW LIFE SUPPORT

accessories as well as the crew life support.

%nis section includes the crew, gear and

The crew, gear and accessories includes crew, constant wear ,%ndprotection gnrrr.ent3,

pressure suits, head gear, belt packs, personal parachutes, portable hygienic equipment,

maps, manuals, log books, portable fire extinguishers, mainterL%nce tools, etc. "typical

input values for the crew, gear and accessories are sho_vn in Table 11.1. I.

The crew lifesupport includes food, water, portable _)ntainers, medical equipment, survival

kits, etc, Typical input valves for crew llfesupport is shown in Table Ii. I.I.

The crew and crew llfesupport system weight is a function of crew size and fixed weight

items. The equation for crew and crew lifesupport we'ght is:

WPERS = C(97) * NCREW * C(98)

WPERS

NCREW

C(97)

c(98)

= Weight of Crew, Gear and Crew Life Support, Ibs

= Number of Crew Members

= Crew Weight Coefficient

= Fixed Crew Weight, lbs

The input coefficientC(97) is used to scale the crew and crew llfesupport with crew size.

Typical values for the crew dependent weight is shown in Table 11.1. I.
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The input coefficient C(98) is used for fixed crew life support weight. A typical input for

C(98) is shown in Table 11.1.1. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed weight

for crew and crew lff_ support. When C(98) is used for this purpose the coefficient C(97)

must be set to zero.

Table 11.1.1. Typical Inputs for Crew and Crew Life Support.

DESCRIPTION C(97) C(98)

Crew, Gear and Accessories 180-.2,50 ---

Crew Life Support ."$ ---
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PAY LOA D

PAYLOAD - SPACE SHUTTLE

CARGO -- Th2 Space Shuttle payload/cargo weight for the orbiter is calculated

by the foJlowlng equation:

W CA RGO = C(I02) * NPASS + C(I03)

WCARGO =

N PASS

C(I02)

c(10a) =

Weight of Payload/Cargo, lbs

Number of Passengers

Payload/Cat,go Weight Coefficient

Fixed Payload/Cargo Weight, lbs

The ooef.ficlentC(I02) sizes the payload/cargo as a function of passenger size. This

input iB for the weight of furnishings and support equipment associated with number of

passengers but does not include weight of passengers.

The coefficient C(103) is used to input a fixed weight to the payload/cargo calculation.

This input may be positive or negative. The coefficient C(103) may also he used to input

a fixed payload/cargo weight when scaling is not desired. In addition, this coefficient

may be calculated for the fixed gross weight option. Ifeither of the last two options are

used the coefficient C(102) must be set to zero. When the fixed gross weight option is

used the C(103) input is a estimate that Is used in the {irst pass only. The coefficients

C(102) and C(103) are both initialized at zero and _'lll not be used unless a value (+ or -)

is input.

The weight of passengers are computed by the equation:

WPAS8 = C(I04) * NPASS + C(I05)

WPASS =

NPASS =

C(I04) =

C(lO5) =

Total Weight of Passengers, lbs

Number of Passengers

Passenger Wbig_t Coefficient

Fixed Passenger Weight, lbs
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T_e coefficient C(104) is the weight per passenger. The input value will vary as to the

type of passenger a_sumed by _e user.

The coefficientC(I05) isused to Inpu_ a fixed weight to the passenger calculation. This

input may be positive or negative. This ooefflclentmay also be used to input a fixed

passenger weight when scallng is not desired. When C(105) is u_ed for this purpose the

coe/fictentC{I04) must be set to zero. The coefficients C(104) and C(I05_ are both

initializedat zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

The normal booster payload weight is equal to the orbiter gross weight. This

operation is accomplished by inputing the booster coefficients C(I02), C(I03),

C{104) and C{I05) eq_talto zero. When the orbiter gross weight has been calculated

the value is stored in C(105) for the booster iterations. Ifadditional payload is

desired on the booster stage itmay be added as C(103).

The totalpayload weight is summed by the equation:

WPAYL = WCARGO + WPASS
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I3.0 PROPELLANTS

13.1 PROPELLANTS- SPACE SHUTTLE

13. i.1 RESIDUAL PROPELLANTS AND SERVICE ITEI%LS -- This section includes the

equations for determJaing the residual propellants and service items for a Space Shuttle

ty_e,_ vehicle.

tn mos'. cases the allowances are arbitrary at the discretion of the designer. However, m

some cases the inputwill result from extensive study involving the specific tankage geometries

and ductlng layouts. Ifsuch values are available or can be calculated they should be con-

vetted to the terms required by the program equations.

The weig/lt of trapped wa_es for pressurization and purge is calcu/ated by the following

equation:

WGASPR = C_I06) * VFUTK + C(I07) * VOXTK + C(I08)

WGASPR

VFU TK

VOXTK

C(I06)

cooz)

c,,io8)

= Weight of Pressurization and Purge Gases, lbs

= Total Volume of Fuel Tank, ft 3

= Total Volume of Oxidizer Tank. ft 3

= Fuel Tank Gas Weight Coefficient, lbs/ft 3

= Oxidizer Tank Gas Weight Coefficient, lbs/ft 3

= Fixed Pressurization and Purge Gas Weight_ lbs

The ooeIficients C(106) and C(107) scales the gas weight as a function of fuel and oxidizer

tank volumes, respectively. The input value for these ooefftcients depends upon the speci/ic

design and requirements set by the user.

The ooefflctentC(I08} Is a fixed input to the pressurization and purge ga_ calculation.

This input may be positive or negative. ,ms coefficient may also be used to input a

fixed pressurization and purge gas weight when scaling is not desired. When C(108) is

used for this purpose the coelficlen_ CA106) ,'rodC(I07) must be set to zero. The

coefficients C(I06), C(I07) and C(I08) are all initializedat zero and will not be used

unless a vldue (+ or -) is input.
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The trapped fuel is defined as that amount of fuel trapped in the main tank and canno, be

exl_nd�d for main imptdse. The ,:quation for trapped fuel weight is:

WTUTRP = C(I09) * WFUTOT + C(225) * WP + C(226) * TTOT + C(ll0)

WFUTRP

W FU TOT

WP

'FTO'F

C(Z09)

c(22s)

c(22_

.,,¢._,llo)

= Weight of Trapped Fuel, Ibs

= Total Weight of Fuel, Ibs

= Total Weight of Propellant, lbs

= Total Stage Vacuum Thr,_st, Ibs

= Trapped F,ae' Weight Coefficient f/Fuel Weight_

= Trapped Fuel Welgi_t Coefficien*. f(Prupellaut We'.ght)

-- Trapped Fuel Weight Coefflcient f(Thz--st)

= Fixed T,-apI_d Fuel Weight, Ib:_

The trapped fuel may be scale<', as a nmctiou of total fuel wL'ight, toted propellant weight or

Lotal _rust. The input value for thest ooef_icients _11 vary as a function of design and

px-opellant type. However, ff s,._ec_iic design detail 1_ no_ k;_o'_, the following set of input

data may be used as typical value._ until specific data is available.

FOR LH 2 FUF_LED VEHICLES

Orbiter
coos) = o

C(225) = 0.0011

c42_6) = o.oooo_2

c_n.) = o

Booster

C(10g) = 0

C(225) = o.oo]1

C(226) = 0.00015

c_zzo) = o

FOR RP-I FUELED VEHICLES

O.0rbi_r and .Booster

C(109) = 0,006 to 0.010

cI2z5) = o

c(22_ = o

c(no) = o
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Fhe coefficientC(ll0) is a fixed input to the trapped fuel calculation. This input may

be poaitlve or negative. The ooeffieientmay also be used to input a fixed trapped fuel

weight when scaling is not desired. When C(110) is used for this purpose the coefficients

C(109), C(225_ and C(226) must be set to zerc. All four coefficientsin this equation are

ird_ized at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

The trap_)d oxidizer is defined ._sthat amount of oxidizer trapped in the main tank and

:armor be expended for main imlmlse. The equation for trapped oxid,zer weight is:

WOXTRP = C(III) * WOXrOT + C(227) * WP + C(228) * TTOT + C(II_

WOXTRP

WOXTOT

WP

TTOT

C(lil)

C(227)

C(228)

c(i_)

= Weight of Trapped Oxidizer, lbs

= Total Weight of Oxidizer, Ibs

= Total Weight of Propellant, lbs

= Total Stage Vacuum Thrust, Ibs

= Trapped Oxidizer Weight Coefficientf(Orbiter Weight)

= Trapped Oxidizer Weight Coefficient f(Propellant Weight)

= Trapped Oxidizer Weight Coefficient f(Thrust)

= Fixed Trapped Oxidizer Weight. Ibs

The trapped cxidlzer may be scaled as a function of total oxidizer weight, total propellant

weight or total thrust. The input value for this coefficients will vary from one design to

another. However, if specific deslgn detail is not known, a typical input value for the

orbiter of C(I11) = 0, C(227) = 0.0005 and C(228) = 0. 00114 may be used for a liquid

oxygen system. Typical values for the booster of C(111) = 0, C(227) = 0.000395 and

C(228) = 0.0!)095 may be used.

The coefficient C(IL2) Is a fixed input to the trapped oxidizer calculation. This input may

be positive or negative. Tb21 coefficientmay also be used to input a fixed trapped oxidizer

weight _hcn scaling is not desired. When C(I12) is used for this purpose the coefficients

C(111), C(227) and C(228) must be set to zero. All four coefficientsin this equation are

initializedat zero and will not be ,,sed:mless n value (+or -) is input.
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The trapped service items are calculated by the equation:

GDC-DBB70-002

WSRTRP = C(113) * W'WAIT (1) + C(114)

WSRTRP =

WWAIT(1) =

C(I]3) =

C,(114) =

Weight of Trapped Service Items, Ibs

Weight at Ignition, Ibs

Trapped Service Items Weight Coefficient

Fixed Trapped Service Items Weight, Ibs

The coefficient C(113) scales the trapped service items weight as a function of ignition weight.

This input is determined by the user as some percent value.

The coefficient C(I14) is a fixed input to the trapped service item calculation. This input

may be positive or negative. This coefficient may also be used to input s fixed trapped service

item weight when scaling is not desired. When C(114) is used for this purpose the coefficient

C(113) must be set to zero. The coefficients C(113) and C(114) are both Inltlallzed at zero

and will not be used unless a _lue (+ or -) is input.

The total weight of residual propellant and service items is summed by the equation:

WRESID = WFUTRP + WOXTRP + WGASPR + WSRTRP

!
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13.1.2 RESERVE PROPELLANTS AND SERVICE ITEMS -- This section includes

reserve propellant equations for the main impulse fuel and oxidizer, the attit,,de control

propellan_, the power source propellants and the service items.

¢

The rn_kn impulse propellant reserves may be computed from the mass ratio and mixture

ratio, as a percentage of the main impulse fuel and oxidizer weights or input as fixed

weights. The equations for calculating the main impulse reserve fuel and oxidizer wei_t_

WFUKES = C(I15) * WFUEL (3) +WFUEL (4) + C(I16)

WOXKES = C(nT) * WOX (3) + WOX(4) + C(11S)

WFUItES =

WFU E L(3) -

WFUEI.(4) =

WOXRES --

WOX(3) =

wox(4) =

c(__5) =

C(I16) =

C(I17) =

c(ns) =

Weight of Fuel Reserve, lbs

Weight of Main Impulse Fuel, lbs

Main Imptdse Fuel Reserve, lbs

Wcight of Oxidizer Roservc, lbs

Weight of Main Impulse Oxidizer, lbs

Main impu/se Oxidizer Reserve, Ibs

Fuel Reserve Weight Coefficient

Fixed Reserve Fuel Weight, Ibs

Oxidizer Reserve Weight Coefficient

Fixed Reserve Oxidizer Weight, Ibs

The coefficients C(115) sad C(117) scales the reserve fuel and oxidizer weights as a function

of the main impulse fuel and oxidizer weights, respectively. Typical input values for C_,115)

and C(117) will vary from 0.05 W 0.20. When the reserve propellants are calculated as

a iunctioa vf main impulse propellant weight, the reserve propellant mass ratio and mixture

ratio (MR(4) ard CFUEL(4) ) must be set to zero. This results in a calculated value of

zero for WFUEL(4) and WOX(4) wlLich are used in the previously described equation.

lm
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H the reserve fuel and oxidizer weights are to be computed as a function of mass ratio

sn_ mixture ratio then the coefficients C(I15) and C(I17) must be set to zero. The

reserve propellant mass ratio (MR(4)) Is input as a ratio or as a delta velocity in fl/sec.

If a delta velocity is input t; will be converted to a mass ratio value within the program,

In addlUon the reserve propellant mixture ratio and specific impulse (CFUEL(4) and

ISP(4)) must also be input. The weight of WFUEI_4) and WOX(4), for the previously

described equatlon is then computed by the following equations:

WF_JOX : WWA_(4) * (MI:'.44)- 1.)/IvI_4)

WFUEL(4) =

WOX(a) =

WFUOX * CFUEL (4)

WFUOX - WFUEL (4)

WFUOX =

WWAIT(4) =

MR(4) =

WFUE L(4) =

CFUEL(4) =

wox(4) =

Weight of Main Impulse Propellant Reserve, Ibs

Initial Orbit Weight, Ibs

Reserve Propellant Mass Ratio

Main Impulse Fuel Reserve, lbs

Reserve Propellant Mix.re Ratio

Main Impulse Oxidizer Reserve, Ibs

The input value for the mass ratio is left to the discretion of the user. The reserve pro-

peLlant mixture ratio and ISP is normally input the same as the main impulse propellants.

The ooafflclents C(U6) and C(118) are fixed input to the reserve fuel and oxidizer cal-

culations. These inputs may be positive or ne_tive. These coefficients may also be

used to input fixed reserve fuel and oxidizer weights when scaling is not desired. When

they are used for this purpose the coefficients C(115) and C(117) and MR(4) must be set to zero.

All four coefficients are initialized at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -)

is input.
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The A CS propellant reserves are computed by the equation:

WACKES = C(172) * WACSFO + C(73)

WA CRES =

WA CSFG =

C(172) =

C(73) =

Weight of ACS Propellant Reserves, lbs

Weight of ACS Propellants, Ibs

A CS Reserve Propellant Weight Coefficient

Fixed ACS Reserve Propellant Weight, lbs

The coefficient C(172) scales the ACS reserve propellant weight as a function of ACS pro-

pellant weight. A typical input value for C(172) will vary from 0.03 to 0.05.

The coefficientC(73) is a fixed input to the ACS reserve propellant calculation. This input

may be positivt or negative. This coeificientmay also be.uspd to input a fixed ACS reserve

propellant weight when scaling is not desired. When C(73) is used for this purpose the

coefficientC(172) must be set to zero. The coefficientsC(172) and C(73) are both initialized

at zero and will not bo used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

The reserve power source propellants are computed by the equation:

WPOWKS = C(119) * WPOWFO + C(120)

WPOWRS = Weight of Reserve Power Source Propellants, Ibs

WPOWFO =

C(119) =

c{_2o) --

Weight of Power Source Propellants, lbs

Power Source Reserve Propellant Weight Coefficient

Fixed Reser"e Power Source Propellant, lbs

The coefficient C(119) scales the reserve power source propellants as a function of the

power source propellants. A typical input v_lue for C(119) will vary from 0.03 to 0.05.
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The coefficient C(120) is a fixed input to the reserve power source propellant calculation.

This input may be positive or negative. Thts coefficient may also be used to input a fixed

reserve power source propellant weight when scaling is not desired. When C(120) Is used

for this purpose th,_, coefficient C(119) must be set to zero. The coefficients C(119) and

C(120) are both initialized at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

The reserve sermce items are computed by the equation:

WOILRS = C(121) * WOIL + C(122)

WOILRS =

WOIL =

C(121) =

c(lz2) --

Weight of Reserve Service Items, lbs

Weight of Service Item Losses, Ibs

Reserve Service Items Weight Coefficient

Fixed Reserve Service Items, lbs

The coefficient C(121) scales the reserve service items as a function of the service item

losses. A typical input value for C(121) will vary from 0.03 to 0.05.

The coefficient C(122) is a fixed input to the reserve service item calculation. This input

may be positive or negative. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed reserve

service items weight when scaling is not desired. When C{122) is used for this purpose

the ¢oefficlent C(121} must be set to zero. The coefflclm t_ C(121) and C{122) are both

initialized at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.

The total propellant reserves are summed by the equation:

WRESRV = WFURES + WOXRES + WACRES + WPOWRS + WOILRS
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13.1.3 IN-FLIGHT LOSSES -- The in-flight losses includes 311 losses during main

flight except main impulse propellants.

The vented fuel and oxidizer is computed by the equations:

WFULOS = C(123) * WFUTOT + C(229) * WP + C(124)

WOXLOS = C(125) * WOXTOT + C(230) * WP + C(126)

WFU LOS =

WFUTOT =

WP =

WOX LOS =

WOXTOT =

C(123) =

c(229) =

c024) =

c(125) =

c(z3o) =

c(;_B) =

Weight of Vented Fuel. lbs

Total Weight ol Fuel, Ibs

Total Weight of Propellant, lbs

Weight of Vented Oxidizer, lbs

Total Weight of Oxidizer, lbs

Vented Fuel We'gtlt CoeLflcient

Vented Fuel Weight Coefficient

Fixed Vented Fuel Weight, lbs

Vented Oxidizer Weight Coefficient

Vented Oxidizer Weight Coefficient

Fixed Vented Oxidizer Weight, lbs

/(Total Fuel)

f(Total Propellant)

f(Total Oxidizer)

f(Total Propellant)

The coefficients C(123) and C(125) scales the vented fuel and oxidizer as a function of total

fuel and oxidizer, respectively. Input values for C(123) and C(125) will vary with different

vehicles, propellants and trajectories so the selection of these values is left to the user.

The coefficients C(229) and C(230) scales the vented fuel and oxidizer as a function of total

propellant weight. Only one set of coefficients should be used at a time, either C(123) and

C(125) or C(229) and C(230), and the unused set should be zeroed out.
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ThecoefficientsC(124)andC(126) are fixed inlets to the vented fuel and oxidizer calc_llations.

These inputs may be positive or negative. These coefficients may al_o be uscd to in_-ut a

fixed weight for vented fuel and oxidizer when scaling is not desired. W_ten C(124) :_d C{126)

are used for this purpose the coefficients C(123), C(229), C(125) and C(230) must all be

set to zero. All six coefficients are initialized at zer_ and ,rill not be used unless a value

(+ or -) is input.

The attitudecontrol system propellants are calculated by the equation:

WAC_FO = C(173) * WTO + C(174) * V_WCAIT (4) + C(175)

WA CSFO =

WTO =

WWAIT(4) =

C(173) =

C(174) =

c(175) =

Weight of the AC_ Propellant, lbs

Take-off Weight, lbs

Iai,..d Orbit Weight, lbs

ACS Propellant Weight Coefficient f(WTO)

ACS Propellant Weight Cx)efftciel_t f(WWAIT(4))

Fixed ACS Propellant Weight, lbs

The coefficients C(173) and C(174} scales the A CS propellant as a function of take-oH weight

or orbit weight, respectively. Typical input values for the orbiter ACS propellant weight

are C(173) = 0 and C(174) = 0. 0042. Typical input values for the booster ACS propellant

weight are C(173) = 0 and C(174) = 0.003,

The coefficient C(I75) is a fixed input to the ACS propellant calculation. This input may be

positive or negative. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed A CS propellant weight

when scaling is not desired. When C(175) is used for this purpose the coefficients C(173)

and C(174) must be set to zero. The coefficients C(173}, C(174) and C(175) are all initialized

at zero and will not be used unless a value (+ or -) is input.
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The power source propellants are computed by the equation:

WFZ)WFO CA3S) * WWAIT(6) + C(127)

w I_)WFO

¢'i3s)

C( : 7)

Weight of Power Source PropellnnL% lbs

lnttt.d Entry Weight. lbs

Power Source Propellant We tght G,t.lltctent

Ftxc_l Powt_rSource Prol_:llaJtt _At.i#lt, lbs

The coefficient C(3_) series the pov, er .source prop,.lhmt wetght as a fLtnrt_on o! v,.hiele _mtry

wetg_ht. A typtcsl orbtt_r t_put value for C(3_) wtll var'_ {rtmt q,.0oS t_ 0.t#l. Atyptcal

boost_.r input value for CA38) will vary from 0. 0002 to 0. tff_).t.

the cx>efhctr.ntC(12_ is a fixed input to the pewor souroe prupellant c'alc_tlarion.This

tn_t may be positave or negative. This coefficientmay :,.Isobe used to input a [tx_-,!po_t,r

sottroe propellant weight when scaltng is not desired. _t.'ht.u C(12,_ ts uae'd lee tlus p_,ri_t,c

the coefficient C(3_) must be set t_) zero. The ooefhcwnts CC|_) am| C(127) ate b._Lh

initialized at zero and will not be used maless a value (* or -) is tnput.

The weight of service item losses are computed by the equaUon:

WOIL = C(130) * TrOT + C( ] 2 l)

WOIL =

TrOT =

C(I,_0) =

CO31) =

Weight of Service Item L_sses, Ibs

Tot&l Stage Vacuum Thrust, IbN

Service Item Losses Weight Coefficient

Fixed Service Item Losses, Itm

The coefficient C(130) scales the service item losses as a function of total vacuum thrust.

Typical orbiter Ir,_at values for C(130) will -tar), from 0.001 to 0.002. Typical booster

input values for CA130) will vary from 0.00002 to .00004.
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rhc _)e/_it.'b_,nl 0(131} is a |iXe.d_put to _e ser'vloe it,ore IOnS c_<_latlon. Thls input may

),," t-,:,_l_v_" _r r)._tlv_, l_t_ ,x,etflcter, t may al_ be used to mvut a ftxt_ service item loss

•._,,i_t _.-tu_l .,_mg tu not ,I,.L¢tr(:(I. When f;(131) t_ u_ed lot this $_rpose the coefl'lctent

((l.l,)) mu_t l,v st)t t,, zero. Th,, cx).¢ff.ftelenta C(130) and C(131) are both intta'.Lltzed at zero

.,:l,i ,ill not r_,. u_ed ,/nlt-r_._ a 1.;L|t4¢. (' OF --) [i_ /tlput"

1_.,,- .,.._ .rod fr,)st _tt(ht i- _t, _t)unt_-d for by tht_ t_quatton Wl.'ttt)ST = ('.(78). The coefficient

i?_$) i_ _ .¢!__ed ml t_t for kc,t .Jjitl f,-tmt. "l'hti vldue of ('(7_) clt)p,:t_da _)n the cortliguratJon .and

tt_t_r_t bt) vt_tallk_t4_| by t_,t: t_ef.

I'h¢ ,._'elght o! alrbre;t_mg fu¢,l, ',hich 1_ u=od for llybo_'k _d l_dmg, is computed by the

¢.(_atlOr I•

_t;ABFU - C(214)_1 + C(214)}* WWAIT _3 - L(215)

WABFU -

WWAIT(6)

c(2 t,t) -_

c(2 ts)

Weight cf Atrbreathtng Fuel, lbs

Voh_.c_le Etttry Wetght. lbs

Fly+_aek M_rl Ratio Minus 1.

FLied Flvback l-'ropcllant Weight, lbs

'I'he C(214) value for the orbiter stage is input by the _tser and held oJnstant fo: a given rim.

The C(214) v_uo for the booster is an L-druid esUmate and is updated within the synthesis

program.

The coefficient C(215) Is a ftxod tnput to the alrbrea_mg tuel ca]ctda_on. This input may bc

positive or negative. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed atrbreathi-ag fuel

weight. When C(215) is used for this purpose the input .n the subroutine that calculates

C(214) faust be such to produce zero for that coefficient. The ooeff|cient C(215) is initialized

at zero and will trot be used unless a value (+ or -) is tnput.

The total weight of the in-fllght l:sses is summed by the equation:

WLOSS WFULOS + WOXLOS + WACSFO + WPOt_,TO + WOIL

+ WABFt'_ + WFROST
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13. i.4 THRUST DECAY PROPELLANTS - The thrust dec-ty propellants are calculated by

the equation:

WDECAY = C(166) * TrOT + C(167)

WDECAY =

TTOT

C(166)

C(167)

Weight of Thrust Decay Propellants, Ibs

Total Stage Vacuum Thntst, Ibs

Thrust Decay Propellant Weight Coefficient

Fixed Thrust Decay Prul_'llantWeight, Iba

The coefficient C(166) scales the thru,_t decay propell.'tnt as a function ol total wacuum thrust.

The input _lue for C(166) will depend upon the type of engh_e and must be estimated by Lhe

user.

['he coefficient C(167) is a f_ed input to the thrust decay propellant calculation. This input

may be positive or negative. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed thrust decay

propellant weight when scaling is not desired. When C(167) is used for this purpose the

coefficient C(166) must be set to zero. The coefficients C(166) and C(167) are both initialized

at zero and will not be used unless a value (+or -) is input.

The total thrust decay propellant weights are sub-divided into fuel and oxidizer by the equatiens:

WFDCAY =

WODCAY =

WDECAY * CFUEL (3)

WDECAY - WFDCAY

WFDCAY =

WDECAY =

CFUEL(3) =

WODCAY =

Weight of Thrust Decay Fuel, lbs

Weight of Thrust Decay Propellants, lbs

Main Impulse Propellant Mixture Ratio

Weight of Thrust Decay Oxidizer, Ibs
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13.1.5 MAIN ,T_PULSE PROPELLANTS -- The main impulse propellants are computed

by the equation:

WFUOX = WWAIT (2) * (MR (3) - 1.0)/MR(3)

WFUOX =

WWAIT(2) =

_(3) =

Weight of Main Impulse Propellant, lbs

Take-off Weight, lbs

Main Impulse Mass Ratio

The main Impulse propellant weightis then sub-divided into fuel and oxidizer weight by the

equations:

WFU E L(3) =

WOX(3) =

WFUOX * CFUEL (3)

WFUOX - WFUEL (3)

WFUEL(3) _:

WFUOX :::

CFUEL(3) =

wox (3) =

Weight of Main Impulse Fuel, Ibs

Weight of Main Impulse Propellant, Ibs

Impulse Propellant Mixture Ratio

WeJght of Main Impulse Oxidizer, Ibs

.3
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13. I. 6 THRUST BUILD-UP PROPELLANTS _ The thrust build-up propellants may

be computed from mass ratio or input as a fixed value. If computed, the input is MR(l)

which may be a mass ratio value or delta V. If delta V is input It will be converted to

mass ratio prior to use in the thrust build-up propellant calculation equation.

The following equations are used for the thrust build-up propellant calculations:

WFUOX = WWAIT(1) * (MR(l) -1)/MR(I)

WFUOX =

WWAIT(1) =

MI_I) =

Weight of Thrust Build-up Propellants, Ibs

Ignltinn Weight, Ibs

Thrust Build-up Mass Ratio

The thrrmt build-up propellant weight is then sub-divided into fuel and ioxldlzer weight by

the equations:

WFUEL(1) =

w_(_) =

WFUOX * CFUEL (I)

WFUOX - WFUEL (1)

¢

WFUEL(1) =

WFUC0[ =

CFUE L(1) =

wcxo) =

Weight of Thrust Build-up Fuel, Ibs

Weight of Thrust Btttld-up lh-opellants, Ibs

Thrust Build-up Mixture Ratio

Weight of Thrust Build-up Oxidizer, Ibs

The thrust build-up propellants may be input as a fixed weight in lieu of oomputat/on.

The fixed weights are accounted for by the equat/ons:

WFUEL(1) = WFUEL(1) + C(132)

WOX(1) = WOX(1) + C(133,_

WFUEL(1) =

WOXO) =

Weight of Thrust Build-up Fuel, lbs

Weight of Thrust Build-up Oxidizer, Ibs
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Fixed Thrust Build-up Fuel Weight, lbs

Fixed Thrust Build-up Oxidizer Weight, lbs

The coefflctents C(132) and C{133) are both _dtlallzed at zero and will not be used unless

a value (+ or -) is input.

13.1.7 PRE-IGNITION LOSSES -- The pre-lgnition losses are accounted for by the

equation:

WPREIG = C(134)

The coefficient C(134) is a fixed input for pre-tgnition losses and must be estimated by the

user.

The total weight of the main fuel and oxidizer is summed in the propellant calculation loop

by the equations:

WFUL = WFUL + WFUEL(I)

WC_ID = WOXID + WG_ID (I)

where WFUEL(1) and WOXID(I) represent the fuel and oxidizer weights for flight Phases 1

through 3, respectively.

The total weight of fuel and oxidizer, respectively and the total wetght of propellants are

summed by the following equations:

WFUTOT = WFUL + WFURES + WFULOS + WFUTRP + WFDCAY

WOXTOT = WOXID + WOXRES + WOXLOS + WOXTRP + WODCAY

...

WP = WFUTOT + WOXTOT
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13,1.8 SE(X)NDARY PROPELLANT WEIGHT8 - The seoondary propellants are used for

orbital transfer, retro thrust, major maneuvers and de-orbit maneuvers. _ne equations

for secondary fuel and oxidizer weights are:

WWAIT(5) * (MR(§)-I.)/MR(5) * CFUEL(b')

WWAITqS) * (MR(b')-I.)/MR(b') * (1. - CFUEL(b'))

WFU2(1) -

ww^rr(5) =

MP,(5) =

CTUEL(5) =

WC0CZ(_) =

Weight of Secondary Fuel, lbs

Initial Entry Weight, lbs

Secondary Impulse Mass Ratio

Secondary Impulse Mixture Ratio

Weight of Secondary Oxidizer, lbs

The following relationships are utilizedfor performance calculations:

WFUEL(5) = WFU2(1)

WOX{5) = WOX2(1)

The total weight of main impulse and secondary propeUan_ are summed by the equation:

WFUOX = WFUL + WOXID + WFU2(1) + WOX2(1)

WFUOX =

WFUL =

WOXID =

WFUZ(X) =

WOX2(1) -

Weight of Main and Secondary Propellant, lbs

Weight of Main Fuel, lbe

Weight of Main Oxidizer, lbs

Weight of Secondary Fuel, lbs

Weight of Secondary Oxidizer, lbe

The term WFUOX is used for temperary storage in previous calculations of thrust build-up

and main impulse propellants. However, the term as defined here is the exit condition of

WFUOX.
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13,1.9 STAGE WEIGHT CONDITIONS -- The various conditions of stage weights include

the wet weight, zero fuel weight, take-off weight, gross weight and the net stage weight.

The vehicle wet weight is summed by the equation:

WWET = WEMPTY + WRESID + WPERS + WP_YL + WRESRV

The vehicle zero fuel weight is summed by the equation:

WZROFU = WWET + WFULO8 + WGXLOS + WACSFO + WPOWFO

+ WOIL + WABFU + WFROST

The vehicle takeoff weight is summed by the equation:

WTO = WZROFU + WFUC0_ + WDECAY - WFUEL (1) - WOX (I)

O

The vehicle gross weight is summed by the equation:

WGROSS = WTO + WPREIG + WFUEL(1) + WOX(1)

The net stage weight is summed by the equation:

WTABC = WGROS8 - WPAYL

13.1.10 STAGE PERFORM.4_CE WEIGHTS - The stage performance weights include

ignition, take-off, burnout, initial orbit, initi_ entry, inltia/flyback and landing weight.

Ignition weight is designated by WWAIT(1) and is computed by the equation:

WWAIT(1) = WGROSS - WPREIG

Take-off weight is designated by WWAIT(2) and is computed by the equation:
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WWAIT(2) = WWAIT(1) - WFUEL(1) - WOX(1) - WJET(1)

Burnout weight is designated by WWAIT(3) and Is computed by the equation:

WWAIT(3) = WWAIT(2) - WFUEL(2) - WOX(Z) - WJET(2)

Initial orbit weight is designated by WWAIT(4) and is computed by the equation:

WWAIT(4) = WWAIT(3) - WFUEL(3) - WOX(3) - WJET(3)

Initial entry weight is designated by WWAIT(5) and is computed by the equation:

WWAIT(5) = WWAIT(4) - WJET(4)

Initial flyback weight is designated by WWAIT(6) and is computed by the equation:

WWAIT(6) = WWAIT(5) - WFUEL(5) - WOX(5) - WJET{5)

Landing weight is designated by WWAIT(7) and is computed by the equation:

WWAIT(7) = WWAIT(6) - WABFU

13.1.11 JETTISON WEIGHTS

the following equations:

WJET(1) =

WJET(Z) =

WJET( ) =

WJET(4) =

WJET(5) =

WJET( =

- The Jettison weights for each phase are computed by

0

0

WFROST

WFUTRP + WOXTRP + WSRTRP + WDECAY + WFURES + WOXRES

WACSFO + WFULOS + WOXLOS + WPOWTO + WGASPR + WACRES

+ W'POWI_

0
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14.0 GEOMETRY GDC-DBBT0-002

14. I GEOMETRY -- .SPA CE SHUTTLE

The gross body vol_e has been divided into a number of sub-volumes, each contributing

its share to the size and weight of the vehicle. Volumes of items which are outside the

body structural envelope have in general been ignored, since the_y do not contribute directly

to vehlcle-sizlng. Wing volume, for instance, is not included, since there is no equation

calling for this information. External thermal protecti(m is also excluded frmn volume

calculeX/ons.

Within the body volume, only those individual volumes which are called for in ,mine weight

equation are calculated separately. All other volumes wlthtn the body are lumped together

as ,,miscellaneous volume". For instance, there are no program requirements for the

various subsystem bay volumes, so they are not broken ottt. Thus, "miscellaneous

volume" includes both unusable space and miscellaneous spaces.

The first step in obta/ning volume input data is to measure the total body volume of the

baseline vehicle, as drawn. Unless the vehicle is to be fixed size, this volume will change.

It is only important for flndlr.g the percentage of "miscellaneous volume".

Next, the Individmd sub-volumes within the body are mms_d (again, some of these

may vary in sizing, but an initial number is required to find the unass!gned volume percentage):

O

Main propulsion tanks

Propellant tusulat/on

Personnel compartment
Payload compartment

Recovery system bays
Structure (average structural depth x wetted area)

Propulsion bays

Then the miscellaneous volume may be determined by summ/ng the sub-volumes and sub-

tracting from the total body volume.

l_stly, the volume equations which are applicable to the vehicle being considered are scanned

to determine what inputs are necessary to drive the equations properly. All '_', numbers

are preset to zero, so that a non-appLicable item need not be entered as zero. All volumes

are in cubic feet.
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14.1.1 GEOMETRY SCALING COEFFI(_ENTS _ The geometry sect/on of the WTSCH

mJbrouUne funct/onn on the principle of pbotogntph/cally scaling from an input oonflguraUon.

This is accomplished through the use of scaling ooefficiemts that are derived from a baseline

configuraUon and computed in the STORE subr_tUne. The geometry coefficients computed

in the STORE subroutine are for borizonta/stabilizer planform area, body wetted area, body

planform area, vertical fin planform area, falrlng area, body width, body height and body

length. A test is made wlth each equat/on to determine ff the '-put is an actual value or a

coefficient. If a coefficient is/nput, the equaUon wlll be by-passed and ff the actual value is

input it will be converted to a ooefficient. The equakio_ for these coeffic/onts are:

If (CSHORZ . GT . 20.) CSHORZ = CSHORZ/SWING

CSHORZ =

SWING =

Hor/zontal Stab/Itzer Planform Area or Coefficient, ft 2

CSWL_G - Gross Wing Area, ft 2

The Inputa for this equaUon is CSHORZ and (::SWING . CSWING must be input u _ actual

value and the program will set SWING = CSWING. CSHORZ may be input u a coeffic/ent or

as the actua/value.

>.

If (CSBODY. GT. 20.) CSBODY-CSBODy/VBODY 2/3

I/(CSPLAN. GT. 20.) C3PLAN = CSPLAN/VBODY 2/3

u (CSWRT. GT. 5.) CSWRT-CSWRT/VBODY2/a

U(CSF^_. 6T. 20.) CSFAm- CSF_/(CS_Oy • V_OD_/a)
If (CBBODY. GT. 5.) CBBODY ,, CBBODY/VBODY I/3

If (C_IBODY, GT. 5.) CHBODY = C_BODY/VBODY 1/3

If (CLBODY. GT. 20.) CLBODY ,, C_Y/VI)OOy 1/3
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CSBODY =

VBODY =

CSPLAN =

CSVERT =

CSFALR =

CBBODY =

CHBODY -

CLBODY =

Total Body Wetted Area or Coefficient, ft 2

Total Body Volume, ft 3

Body Planf_rm Area or Coefficient, ft 2

Vertical Fin Planform Area or Coefficient, ft 2

Fairing Planform Area or Coefficient,ft2

Body Width or Coefficient,ft

Body Height or Ck_efficient, R

Body Length or Coefficient, ft

•

The terms C_BODY, CSPLAN, CSVERT, C3FAIR, CBBODY, CHBODY and CLBODY

m_y be input as actual values or coefficients. The term VIK)DY must be input as the

actual baseline value.

The pre-menUoned scaling coefficientsare set on the lntUal pass through the STORE sub-

routine awl then held constant as input to the WTSCH subroutine. The vehicle geometry is

res/zed in WTSCH on each iteration using these ooefficients.
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14.1.2 VEHICLE GEOMETRY -- The oxidizer tank volume may etther be calculated,

input as a fixed volume or zeroed out completely. The equation for calculating the oxidizer

tank volume is:

V_ =

VOX TK =

WOXTOr =

RHOX =

K(2) =

lq29) =

(WOXTOT/_(_ * (K(2) + i.)+ K<29_

Total Volume of Oxidizer Tank, ft3

Total Weight of Oxidizer in Tank, lbs

Oxidizer Density, lbs/ft 3

Oxidizer Tank Ullage Valume C6efficient

Fixed Oxidizer Tank Volume, ft 3

When the oxidizer density is input, the basic oxidizer tank volume wlll be calculated using

the calculated oxidizer weight. This value is then mult/plied by the coefficient (I{(2) + 1.0)

to allow for ullage volume. The input for I{42) is provided by the user. A typical value for

K(2) will vary from 0.02 to 0.05 depemiing on the percent of ullage the user desires. The

coefficient K(29), in this equation, is used to add a fixed oxidtzer tank volume to the cal-

culatton. This volume may be for internal bottles, lines, etc.

The coefficient K(29) may also be used to input a fixed oxidizer tank volume when scaling

is not desiz_l. When it is used for this purpose the term K(2) is input as -1 and the

first part of the equation is zeroed out. The oxi<hz_ r tank volume is then established as

VOXTK = K(29).

The oxidizer tank volume may be zeroed out completely by setting RHOX and K(29) equal to

zero. Wben RHOX is equal to zero the program wfl/by-pass the VOXTK equation.
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The oxidizer tank wetted area is obtained by the equation:

SOXTK = CSOXTK * VOXTK 2/3

SOXTK =

CSOX TK =

VOX TK =

Total Oxidizer Tank Wetted Area, ft 2

Oxidizer Tank Surface Area Coefficient

Total Volume of Oxidizer Tank, ft 3

The insulation volume for main fuel and]or oxidizer tanks is computed by the equation:

VINS_rK = K(3) * SFUTK + K(25) * SOXTK + K(4)

VINSTK =

SFUTK =

SOXTK =

K(3) =

K(25) =

K(4) =

Total Tank Insulation Volume, ft 3

Total Fuel Tank Wetted Area, ft

Total Oxidizer Tank Wetted Area, ft 2

Average Fuel Tank Insulation Thickness, ft

Average Oxidizer Tank InsulationThickness, ft

Fixed Propellant Tank I_aulation Volume, ft3

The Inrut coefficientsK(3) and K(25) represents the average fuel and oxidizer tank insulation

thickness in feet. A typical input value for K(3) may be derived by dividint_ the input value

for C(43) by the insulation density. A typical input value for K(25) may be derived by

dividing the input value for C(77) by the insulation density. The type of insulation may vary,

however, a typical density for microquartz is 6.2 lbs/ft 3.

The input coefficient K(4) Is wed to input a fixed propellant tank Insulation wlume to the

bab_c calculation. It may also be used to input a fixed propeLlant tank iusulal_n volume when

scaling is not desired. When K(4) is used for this purpose the coefficients K(3) and K(25)

must be set to zero.
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The fuel tank volume may be either calculated or input as a fixed voluz_e. The equation

for calculating the fuel tank volume is:

VFUTK = (WFUTOT/RHOFU) * (K(1) + I.) + K(28) + K(21)

V'FUTK =

WFUTOT =

R/-IOFU =

K(1)

K(28) =

K(21) =

Total Volume of Fuel Tank, ft 3

Total Weight of Fuel in Tank, Ibs

Fuel Density, Ibs/Tt 3

Fuel Tank Ullage Volume Coefficient

Fixed Fuel Tank Volume, ft 3

Fixed Fuel Tank Volumem ft 3

%%en the fuel density is input, the basic fuel tank volume will be calculated using the

calculated fuel weight. This value is then multiplJ _ by the coefficient (K(1) + 1.0) to

allow for ullage volume. The input for K(1) will normally vary from 9.02 to 0.05 and is

determined by the user b, sed on the amount of ullage he desires. The coefficients K(28)

and K(21), tn this equation are used to input fixed fuel tank volume to the basic calculation.

This volume may be for pressurization bottles, lines, secondary tanks, etc. Two

coefficients are provided so that volumes for different things may be kept as separate inputs.

If the alrbreathing fuel is LH 2 the coefficient K(28) wtll be calculated by the eqtmtion K(28)

= WABFU/RHOFU. This provides a fuel tank volume scaling cal_billty as a func_on of

_yba'_k fuel weight. The program tests on C(212) and C(213) for thls calculation.

The coefficients K(28) and K(21) may also be used to input a fixed fuel tank volume w%en

scalin_ is not desired. When they are used for this purpose the term K(1) is input as

- i and the first part of the equation is zeroed out. The fuel tank volume is then est-

ablished as VFUTK = K(28) + K(21).

;-,,

The fuel tank wetted area is obtained by the equation:

SFUTK  FUTK* wu /3

SFUTK =

C_FUTK =

VFUTK =

Total Fuel Tank Wetted Area, ft 2

Fuel Tank Surface Area Coefficient

Tota/Volume of Fuel Tank, ft 3
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The secondary fuel and oxidizer tank volumes are caiculated by the equAt_:

VFUTK2 = WFUZ(1)/mIOFOZ

V_TK2 = K(7)

VQXTK2 = WOX2(1)/RHGX2

VC0CTK2 ffi K(8)

VFUTK2 =

WFU2(1) =

RHOFU2 =

VOXTK2 =

WOX2(1) =

RHOX2 =

K(7) =

K(8) =

Total Volume of Secondary Fuel Tank, ft 3

Weight of Secondary Fuel, lbs

Secondary Fuel Density, lbs/ft 3

Total Volume of Secondary Oxidizer Tank, ft 3

Weight of Secondary Oxidizer, lbs

Seccmdary Oxidizer Density, lbs/ft 3

Fixed Secondary Fuel Tank Volume, ft 3

Fixed Secondary Oxidizer Tank Volume, ft 3

The fuel and oxidizer densities arc input values and the weight of secondary fuel and oxidizer

are calculated values. A test is made so that ff the fuel or oxidizer densities are input as

zero the respective equation will be by-passed and the volume of fuel and oxidizer will be

equal to the input values of K(7) and K(8), respectively.

VPROP = K(16) * TTOT + K(17)

VPROP =

TTOT =

K(16) =

K(17) =

Volume of Propulsion Bay, ft 3

Total bXage Vacuum Thrust, lbs

Propulsion Bay Volun_ Coefficient, fl3/lb

Fixed Propulsion Bay Volume_ ft 3

The input coefficient K(16) is used to scale thv propulsion bay volun_ with thrust. This

coefficient is determined by measuring the propulsion bay volume on the baseline con-

figuration and then dividing that volume by the baseline thrust.
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The coefficient K(17) is used to input a fixed propulsion bay volume to the basic calculation.

This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed propulsion bay vo|ume when stw.ling is

not desired. When K(17) is used for this purpose the coefficient K(16) must be set to zero.

The payload bay volume is inpat as a fixed value. The equality for payload volume is:

VCARGO -- K(9)

The input value for K(9) is established by the user.

The crew compartment volume is calculated by the equation:

VCREW = K(5) * NCREW + K(6)

VCREW =

NCREW =

K(5) =

K(S) =

Volume of Crew Compartment, ft 3

Number of Crew Members

Crew Volume Coefficient

Fixed Crew Volume, ft 3

The input coefficient K(5) is used to scale the crew compartment volume by crew size.

The user may input any desir_ i volume for K(5), however, a typical value would range

from I00 to 150.

The coefficient K(6) is used to input a fixed crew compartment volume to the basic cal-

culation. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed crew compartment volume when

scaling is not desired. When K(6) is used for this purpose the coefficient K(5) muot be set

to zero.

The equation for calculating the recovory system bay (landing gear) volume is:

VLGBAY = K(12) * WLG + K(13)

VLGBAY =

WLG =

Volume of Recovery System Bay, ft 3

Total Weight of Landing Gear + Controls, Ibs
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Landing Gear Bay Volume Coefficient, ft3/lb

Fixed Landing Gear Bay Volume, ft 3

The input c_efflc!ent K(12} t_ ur,ed to scale _e recovery system bay volume a_ a function

of landing gear weight. This input coefficient Is determined by dividing the baseline

recovery system bay volume by the landing gear weight.

The coefficient K(13) Is used to input a fixed recovery system bay volume to the basic

calculation. If the K(12) input scales the volume to much the coefficient may be reduced

and a fixed portion added to K(13). The K(13) coefficient may also be used to input a fixed

recovery system bay volume when scaling is not desired. When K(13) is used for this

purpose the coefficient K(12) must be set to zero.

The body wetted area is scaled by the equation:

SBODY = CSBODY * VBODY 2/3

SBODY =

CSBODY =

VBODY =

Total Body Wetted Area, ft 2

Total Body Wetted Area or Coefficient

Total Body Volume, ft 3

The volume taken up by structure Is based on the body wetted area and average structural

depth, excluding thermal protection outside of the body shell. The equation for structure

volume is:

VSTRUC = K(10) * SBODY + K(11)

VSTRU C =

SBODY =

K(10) =

K(11) =

Volume of Basic Structure, ft 3

Total Body Wetted A tea, ft 2

Average Body Structural Depth, ft

Fixed Body Structural Volume, ft 3
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The coefflcleBt K(10) is the averap structural dep_ of the basic shell measured in feet.

This input value is ut/mated by the user and based on the baseline con/igurat/oa.

The coefficient K(II) is a f_od input volume to the struc1_raJ volume calculation. This

coefficient may also be usod to input • flxBd struotural volume when scaling is not desired.

If it is used for tlfls purpose the coefficient K(10) must be set to zero.

All other vehtclc volume not accounted for In the preceding equations is called "miscellaneous

volume" eve_ though it includes much sp_ce that is uUlt_ed as well as unusable volume.

The equation for miscellaneous volume Is:

VOTHER = K(18) * (VBODY - VCARGO - VSTRUt._ + K(19)

r. VOTHER =

VBODY =

VCARGO =

VSTRU C =

K(18) =

K(19) =

MAscellaneous and Unused Volume, ft 3

Total Body Volume, ft3

Volume of Cargo Bay, ft 3

Volume of Basic Structure, ft 3

Miscellaneous Volume Coefficient

Fixed Miscellaneous Volume, ft 3

The input coefficient K(18) is used to scale the miscellaneous volume as a function of the

usable internal volume. The baseline misceUaneous volume is ob_lned by s,,mm4n_ all

the sub-volumes obtained from the baseline _nfiguratinn and subtracting that from the

baseline total volume. For some configurations it may be apparent that a portion of this

m/scellaneous volume will not vary with sizing (an equipment bay, for instance). This

fixed volume may be input as K(19). The remaining miscellaneous volume is divided

by the baseline usable internal volume to obtain *.he K(18) input value.

The input coefficient K(19) may be used to input a fixed miscellaneous volume to the basic

calculation. This coefficient may also be used to input a fixed miscellaneous volume when

scaling is not desired. When K(19) is used for this purpose the coefficient K(18) must be

set to zero.
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An alternate method of calculating the miscellaneous volume is prov/ded that sca/es as a

function of total body volume. The equations used t. the alternate soluUoa are:

VBODY = K(18) * (VFUTK + VCIXTK) + K(23)

and

whe re

VOTHER = VBODY - VFUTK - VC0CTK - VINSTK - VCREW - VCARGO

- VSTRUC - VLGBAY - VPROP - VFUTK2 - VCKTK2

K(18) = Slope of Body Volume Versus Propellant Volume Curve.

K(23) = Body Volume Intercept, ft 3

A test is made on K(18) to determine which method Is used. H the K(18) input is greater

than 1.0 then the alternate method is u_ed. The following steps must be taken if the

alternate method is desired.

A graph of body volume versus propellent volume is developed for the baseline conflguratlon,

as shown in Figure 14.1-1. This may be done by establishing a point smaller and a point

greater than the baseline vehicle. With a graph as shown in Figure 14.1-1 the K(18) and

K(23) input -talues may be determined.

K(23) = Body Volume at Zero Propella_ Vo|umo Intercept.

K(18) = [Body Volume - K(23) 1/Propellant Volume

The data shown in Figure 14.1-1 is a sample of the type of data that must be Eenerated

for each baseline configuration under consideration. The data from Figure 14.1-1 is

not to be used as typical input for any given case.

The alternate method requires a little more work to obtain the initial inputs but it also

yields more accuracy in the final output.

{
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14.1.3 GEOMETRY UP-DATE -- The configuration geometry is updated on each

iteration, The new total body volume is summed by the equation:

VBODY = VOXTK + VFUTK + VINSTK + VPROP + VCARGO + VCREW

+ VLGBAY + VFUTIC2 + VOXTK2 + VSTRUC + VOTHER

A test is made to determine if the wlng has a fixed area or if .- has a fixed wing loading. This

test is made on the input value of fixed wing loading (FXWOVS). If the fixed wing loading

(FXWOVS) is input as zero the wing area will remain fixed and the wing loading will be cal-

culated by the equation:

WOVERS = WWAIT (NWL)/SWING

WOVERS =

WWAIT(NW L) =

SWING =

Wing Loading, lbs/ft 2

Design Weight for Wing loading or Area, lbs

Gross Wing Area, ft 2

If the wing loading input Is a fixed value (._XWOVS) the wlng area will be calculated by the

equation:

SWING -- WWAIT (NWL)/FXWO_

SWING = Gross Wing Area, ft 2

WWAIT(NWL) = Design Weight for Wing Loading or Area, Ibs

FXWOVS = Fixed Wing Loading, lbs/ft 2

The term WWAIT(NWL) is used to provide the user with the option of selecting ignition

through landing weight as the designing condition for wing loading or wing area calcula-

tion. This is accomplished by inputting a value from 1 to 7 for the wing loading flag NWL.

For example, if NWL = 6 and FXWOVS = 100, the wing area will be sized for ._ fixed

loading of 100 psi at initial flyback condition.

With the wing area established the geometric wing data is then calculated. The calculated

wlng data includes the geometric wlng span, root chord, tip chord, structural span

measured along the 50_ chord and the thickness at the root. This data is determined by

the following equations:
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GSPAN = (ASRATO * SWING) I/2

GDC-DBB70-002

GSPAN =

ASRATO =

SWING =

Geometric Wing Span, ft

Aspect Ratio

Gross Wing Area, ft 2

CROOT = 2 * SWING/( (I + TPRATO) * GSPAN)

CROOT =

SWING =

TPRATO =

GSPAN =

Wing Root Chord, ft

Gross Wing Area, ft2

Wing Taper Ratio

Geometric Wing Span, ft

o.

_f

• J,

.I

CTIP

CTIP

CROOT

TPRATO

CSPAN

= CROOT * TPRATO

= Wln_, Tip Chord, ft

= Wing Root C_ord, ft

= Wing Taper Ratio

= GSPAN/COS (ATAN (TAN (_,SWEEP/RTOD) - (.5 * CROOT *

(I + TPRATO)/(GSPAN/2))))

"..#_

CSPAN

GSPAN

ASWEEP

RTOD

CROOT

TPRATO

Structural Span (along. 5 Chord), ft

Geometric Wing Span, ft

Wing Leading Edge Sweep Angle, deg

Degrees to Radiaml Conversion Factor (57.3)

Wing Root Chord, ft

Wing Taper Ratio
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TROOT = TOVERC* CROOT

GDC-DBB70-602

TROOT =

TOVERC =

CROOT =

Theoretical Root Thickness, fl

Wing Thickness Over Chord Ratio

Wing Root Chord, ft

The body _dth is oomputed by the equation:

BBODY = CBBODY * V_ODY V3

BBODY =

CBBODY =

VBODY ffi

Body Width, ft

Body Width Coefficient

Total Body Volume, R 3

The exposed wing area is computed by the equation:

SXPOS = SWING - (CROOT * BBODY - (.5 * BBODY) ** 2 * TAN(ASWEEP/RTOD)

SXPOS =

SWING =

CROOT =

BBODY =

ASW'EE P =

RTOD ffi

Exposed Wing Area, ft 2

Gross Wing Asia, ft 2

Wing Root Chord, ft

Body Width, ft

WLng LeaUing Edge Sweep Angle, deg

Degrees to Radians Conversion Factor (57.3)

The areas for horlz, ztal stabl_,cr, body wetted area, vertical fin, falrings, and body

planform are computed by the following _.et of equation.s:
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SHOP.Z =

SBODY =

SVERT _-

SFALR =

SPLAN =

SHORZ =

CSHORZ =

SWING =

SBODY =

CSBODY --

VBODY =

3VERT =

CSVERT =

SFAIR =

CSFAIR =

SPLAN =

CSPLAN =

GDC-DBB70-002

CSHORZ * SWING

CSBODy•VBOD I

CSVERT * VBODY 2/3

CSFAIR * SBODY

CSpLAN• V D, /3

Horizontal Stabilizer Planform Area, ft 2

Horizontal Stabilizer Planform Area Co, ffictent

Gross Wing Area, fl2

Total Body Wetted A tea, ft 2

Body Width Coefficient

Total Body Volume, ft 3

Vertical Fin Planform Area, ft 2

Vertical Fin Planform Area Coefficimt

Total Fairing or Shroud Surface Area, ft 2

Fairing Planform Area Coefficient

Body Planform Area, ft2

Body Planform Area Coefficient

The body height and length are computed by the equations:

HBODY = CHBODY * VBODY .1/3

LBODY = CLBODY * VBODY 1/3

HBODY =

CHBODY =

VBODY =

LBODY ,,

CLBODY ,,

Body Height, ft

Body Height Coefficient

Total Body Volume, ft 3

Body Length, ft

Body Length Coefficient
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GDC-DBB70-002

The user may set _L"tOUS areas that are covered by TPS. This is done by setting the

ITPS flag at values from 1 through 8. Table 14.1.2 relates the ITPS number to the

area summation that is covered by TPS. The ITPS flag is Initialized at 1.0 and does

not need to be tnput ff TPS is not required.

Table 14. I. 2. TPS Areas.

ITPS VALUE TPS AREA

I STPS(1) = 0

2 STPS(1) = SBODY

3 STPS(1) = SBODY + SHORZ

4 STPS(1) = SBODY + SHORZ + SVERT

5 STPS(1) = SBODY + SHORZ + SVERT + SWING

6 STPS(1) = SHORZ + SVERT + SWING

7 STPS(1) = SBODY + SWING

8 STPS(1) = SBODY + SVERT
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%I'CKD[NG PAGI¢ EI,ANK NOT FILMED

_PACE _UTTL_ WT_CH _UUN_UT|N_

INPUT COLFFIC|_NT_

i t- [.4;4

C(1)

¢{J)

C /)

C o)

C o)

C lo)

C lj}

14)

C 15)

C Ib)

C 17)

L ld)

19}

C(_l)

C(_4)

G(_5)

C(_O)

C(_7)

C(Z_)

C(Ju)

C(31)

CCJ3)
C(J4)

C(bb)
C(Jb)

C(bT)

C(J5)

C(._9)

C _u)

C -l)

C _J)

C -u}

C _O)

C 47)

C 4_)

C 49)

C 50)

U___C_ I_T |Oi_ ui413 3 ,*r..F o 3r.L.T i w,_

WING ¢.LIGHT CO;-FFICIr_NT (|NTcR_._.PT) --- lll,l

WING wLIGHT CO_-FFICIc.NT F((_NOG_ ___) L_J._/F-T-' l,lil

FIXLJ ',:,ING WLIGHF Lb_ I_I_I

VERTICAL F|l< _.IbHT (-U_-FF|CI_.NT Lob/I-T_ lel,_:

FIXL_ V-_RTICAL FIN dc-IGHT L_._ I.I,_"

HdRIJONTAL _TAblL. I_.C._ a_.IGHT i'-OLr', ---- Iolo-i

dNIT ._I'IGI'IT OF P'Al_li_ ON onNO_u Lc,,._/rT i l_Io_i

FlXr_ ..-IGr_T .JH F,.I,,IN_, (.,,_ _tlNwu.., U_ lele _,

Ii_T_AL FUE.L TANK _.,,c-I_HT CiJLFFiLI_'NT Lu._/rT_. /,i)l

_,I_",G ,,;-IGHT CO_.FFICIL,_IT (3LGPt.) -- lilml

NOT ,..,b_.- o --

NoT _oc_ ---

NO [ u._Uw --

NOT _.a,- u --

NOT L,_ --

NOT uor_u --

NOT u_t.O --

._.CO;_,JA_Y _TI_UCT_,_r- ..i-.lu_T CU_'F • _u.a/t- T_ _, I ,'_

VENTICAL FIN .v_.iOr_T Cul-F'. l-(FI,. _I_L_) _._/r'[_. III,_-

H0_IZUNTAL WEIGHT CGLF, F(,-IO_IZ, A,-,cA) L_J._IrT_ l,l,;J

FIXEU I,,_SULATION ;,,...IC,,HT Lu.-, J_l

FIX_..U COVER I.J,_NCL. LLIGHT Lo..., 3.1

i,l,')u_L -Y_Tu.,., *clbnT _.UI_F, (I,_T_-.C_.WT) -- ool,l

LANUING GEAN _,I:.IGI_IT ,,.Or-F, ;-'(_,,LA;,lu} -- _el_ -_

FIXI;,., L_I4_J|:_U bcA_ ,.__Iullr Lo._ 4oleO"

NOT _...__.u --

NOT u.Ji'- w --
NAC,"LLF,POD_ A_U PYL(JN_ ,LIGHT (.OI-F, --

FIX_U t_AC_LLc, oPOU3 ,*,_u _JYLGN.) WLIGHT L_._

f-)OwEK S0qlRCE P_0PELL_NT WLIGHT C01-[-', --

.....FULL T,c,,.r_-,"F,__,.,_'I'" C0r_F, (NON-._TN.U(...TU_AL } L_J._/i.--T3

FIX,F..., FU,'L T,i_,K _r..lur_T (N,._N-,bTNIUCT_,_,,_L) U_._

OXI{.) I'AI_K _;EIGHT CU_.F, (14U;,,P"3TRUCTL/I.,(AL) Lu;/FTJ

F|XE_: OXl_ TANK aLlbtlT (NUN-bTRUCTuNAL) LD._

FU_..L IAi'4K IN_ULATI_.;w UNIT w_IGHT L_J_/FT_

L[_b/r T

LL)a

Lb_

FUc.L ._YJTP,,,, ,.T C0cF. F(TI-I_U_T}

Fur-L ._Y._TE;,i wT CQt:.F FILP.NuTH)

FIXEo FUEl. .%Y_TI:.,4 ar-IGHT

OXIL, .,Y_TF/.I WT CU__F r'(THi_vaT)

0XIU _YbTEM 'a,F COFF I- (Lh_N_/_I)

FIXED L)X|;) bY.JT.--i,, ,.r-|GHT

50109

o, Io9

iJoi)J

_eleJ

3_l_J

_le3

5,1,_

3oio_

u, lo7

_=le7
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INPUT COEFFICIENTS (C0NT)

L

TERMS

C(51)
C(52}
C(55)
¢(5_)
C(55|
C(56)
C{57)

C(58)
C(59)
C(60)

C(bl)
C(62)
C(63l
C(6k)
C (65)
C(66)
C(67)
C(68)
C(69)
_(70)
_(71)

C(72)
C(73)

C(7W)
C(75)
_|76)
C(77)
C(78)
_(79)
C(80)
C(81)
_(82)
C(83)
C(8_)
C(85)
C (86)

{87)
C(88)

C [89)
C(?0)
C(91)
c (92)
_(93)
C(9_)
C(95)
6(96)
C(97)
C(98)
_(99J
C(100)

DESCHIPTION UNITS

FUEL TANK PRESSURE SYSTEM WEIGHT COEF LBS/FT3
OXIO TANK PRESSURE SYSTEM WEIGHT COEF LBS/FT3
hOT USED --
NOT USED --
AERODYNAMIC CONTROL SYSTEM wEIGHT COEF --
FIXED AERODYNAMIC CONTROL SYSTEM WEIGHT LBS

NOT USED --
NOT USED --
I_OT USED --
FIXED PRIME POWER SOURCE TANKAGE WEIGHT LBS
NOT USED --
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM WEIGHT COEF, --
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM WEIGHT CGEF, --

FIXED ELECTRICAL SYSTEM WEIGHT LBS
HYDRAULIC/PNEUmATIC SYSTE_ wEIGHT COEF --
HYDRAULIC/PNEUmATIC _YSTE_ WEIGHT COEF --
FIXEO HYDkAULIC/PNEUHATIC _YSTEM WEIGHT LBS
FIXED GUIDANCE AND NAVIG, SYSTEM WEIGH1LBS

INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM WEIGHT COEF LBS/FT
FIXED INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM WEIGHT LBS
COMMUNICATION _YSTEM WEIGHT COEF,
FIXED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM wEIGHT
FIXED ACS HESEHVE PROPELLANT WEIGHT
EQUIPMENT ECS WEIGHT COEF,
CREW PHOVISION_ wEIGHT COEF.
FIXED CREw PROVISIONS WEIGHT
UXID TANK INSULATION UNIT WEIGHT
FIXED ICE AND FROST WEIGHT
NOT USED
NO1 USED
NOT USED
NOI USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT uSED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
CONTINGENCY AN_ GROWTH COEF,
CR_W WEIGHT COLF,
FIXED CREW WEIGHT

HOT USED
NOT USED

LBS
LBS

LBS
LBS/FT2
LBS

LBS

m_

142
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5.1.8
5.1.8

emqm

emom

6,1,_
6,1,_

emgl

7,1.1

7,1,1
7,1.1
7,1,1
7,1,2
7.1.2
7.1,2
8,1,1
8.1.2
8,1,2
8,1.3
8,1,3
15.1.2
9.1.1
9,1,1
9,1.1
5,1.5
13,L,3

mlem

mmmm

elm

_mm

emem

,elPm.

meem

eB..m,

ml, m

_o L

i, w_r-,

,emlm

_em

eP_

10,1,_
11,1,1
11,1.1

9Plm

,lib



INPUT COEFFICIENTS (CONT)

TERMS

_(101)
C|102)
C(103)
C(10_)
C(105)
C(105)
_(107)
C(108)
G(109)
C(tlO)
C(111)
C(112)
C(113)
C(11_)
Ct115)
C(11b)
C(117)
C(118)

C(119)
C(120)
C(121)
C(122)
C(123)
C(12_)
C(12_)
C(12b)
C(127)
Ct128)
C(129)
C(13U)
C(131)
C(132)
CI133)
C (13_)
C(135)
C(13_)
C(137)
C(138)
C:13g)
LII_0)
C(1_1)
C(1_2)
C(1_3)
C(1_)
C(l_b)
C(l_b)
C(1q7)
C(1_6)
C(1_9)
CI150)

DESCRIPTION UNITS

NOT USED
PAYLOAD/CARGO wEIGHT COEF.
FIXED PAYLOAD/CARGO wEIGHT
PASSENGER WEIGtIT COEFFICIENT
FIXED PASSENGEH WEIGHT
FUEL TANK GASEUUS WEIGHT COEF,
OXID TANK GASEOUS wEIGHT COEF,

o_

LBS
m_

LBS
LBS/FT3
LBS/FT3

FIXED PRESSURE AND PURGE GASEOUS WEIGHT L85
TRAPPED FUEL WEIGHT COEF, F(FUEL WT.) --
FIXED [RAPPED FUEL bLIGHT LBS
TRAPPEU OxIU wEIGHT COEF. F(OXID WT,) --

FIXED TRAPPE0 OX|D _EIGHT LBS
TRAPPED SERVICE ITEMS WEIGHT COEF, --
FIXED TRAPPED _ERVICE ITEMS WEIGHT LBS
FU_L RESERVE wEIGHT COEF, --
FIXED RESERVE FUEL wEIGHT LBS
OXID RESERVE w_IGHT COEF, --
FIXED HESERVE OXIO|ZER WEIGHT LBS
P0mER SOURCE RESI[RVE PROPELLANT WT COEF --
FIXED RESERVE POWER SOURCE PROPELLANT LBS
HE_ERVE SERVICE ITEMS WEIGHT COEF, --
FIXED RESERVE _ERVICE ITEVS LBS
VENTED FUEL WEIGHT CUEF. F(TOTAL FUEL) --
FIXED VENTED FUEL WEIGHT LBS

VENTED OXIO WEIGHT COEF, FtTOTAL OXlD) --
FIXED VENTED OxlO WEIGHT LBS
FIXED POWER SOURCE PHOPELLANT WEIGHT LBS
NOT USED --
_IXED MAIN THRUST PE_ ENGINE LBS
SERVICE ITEM LOSSES wEIGHT COEF, --
FIXED SERVICE ITEM LOSSES LBS

FIXED THRUST UUILD-UP FUEL WEIGHT LBS
FIXED THRUST BUILD-UP OXZD wEIGHT LBS

FIXED PRE-IGNITION LOSSES LBS
VEHTICAL FIN _LIGHT COEF, --
FIXED SECONDARY FUEL SYSTEM WEIGHT LB_
FIXED SECONDARY OXIO SYSTEM WEIGHT LBS
INTEGRAL OXIO TANK WEIGHT CO, F, LBS/FT3
FIAEO INTEGRAL OXID TANK WEIGHT LBS
SECONDARY ROCKET ENGINE WEIGHT COEF. --
FIXED SECONDARy ROCKLT ENGINE WEIGHT LBS
NOT USED --
LAUNCH GEAH WEIGHT COEF, m.
FIXED LAUNCH GEAR wEIGHT LBS
OEPLOYABLE AEkUDYNAMIC DEVICES WT COEF --
FIXED DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DEVICES WT LBS

UOCKING STHUCToRE WEIGHT COEF. --
FIXED UOCKIN6 _TRUCTURE WEIGHT LBS
AIHBREATHING ENGINE THRUST PER ENGINE LBS
NO1 USED --

REF. SECTION

IQ

12,1,1
12,1,1
12,1,1
12,1,1
13.1.1
13,1.1
13,1.1
13,1.1

13.1.1
13,1.1
13.1.1
13,1.1
13,1,1
13.1.1
13,1.2
13,1o2
13,1.2
13,1o2
13,1.2
13,1.2
13.1.2
13,1.3
13,1.3
13.1.3
13ol.3
13,1o3

2.1.5
13.1.3
13.1.3
13ol.6
13,1.6
13,1.7
1.1,2
5,1,q

5.1._
2.1.2
2.1.2
5.1.1

5.1.1

_.1.1
_o1°1
_.1.3
_.1.3

qolo_
5.1.6



INPUT COEFFICIENTS (CONT)

TERNS

C(151)
¢(152)
C(153)
C(15_)
C(155)
C(15b)
C(157)
C(158)
C(159)
Ctl60)
C(161l

C(162)
C(163)
C(16_)
C(165)
C(16b)
C(167)
C(168)
C(169)
C(170)
C(171}
C(172)
C(173)
C(17_)
C(175)
_(17b}
C(177)
C(178)
C(179)
C(180)
C(181)
C(182}
C{IB3)
C(18_)
C(185)
C(IBG)
C(187)
C(IBS)
C(!89)
¢(190)
C(191)
C(192)
C(193}
C(19q)
C(195)
C(196)
C(197)
C(198)

C(199)
C[20U)

DESCRIPTION UNITS

NOT USED --
NOT USED --
SEPARATION SYSTEM WEIGHT COEF. --
FIXED SEPARATION SYSTEM WEIGHT LBS
ACS SYSTE_ WEIGHT COEFo --
ACS _Y_TEM WEIbHT COEF. --
FIXED ACS SYSTEM WEIGHT LBS

FIXED SECONDARY THRUST LRS
NOT USED --
GIMBAL SYSTEM WEIGHT COEF, --
FIXED GIMBAL SYSTEM WEIGHT LBS

FIXED CONTINGENCY AND GROWTH WEIGHT LBS
FIXED THRUST STRUCTURE WEIGHT LBS

ACS TANK WEIGHT COEF. --
FIXED ACS TAN_ WEIGHT LBS

THHUST DECAY PHOPELLANT WEIGHT COEF, --

FIXED THRUST DECAY PROPELLANT WEIGHT LBS
THRUST STRUCTUKE WEIGHT COEF, --
FIXED SECONDAR¢ STRUCTURE wEIGHT LBS
SECONDARY FUEL SYSTEM WEIGHT COEF, LBS/FT3
SECONDARY OXID SYSTEM WEIGHT COEF, LBS/FT3
AC_ RESERVE ; UPELLANT WEIGHt COEF, --
ACS PROPELLAt_" wEIGHT COEF. F(WTO) --
ACS PROPELLANi WEIGHT COEF, F(WWAIT(W)) --
FIXED ACS PROPELLANT WEIGHT LBS
HORIZONTAL STAUILIZEH WEIGHT COEF, --
NOT USED --
NOT USED --
NOT USED --
INSULATION UNIT WEIGHT LBS/FT2
COVER PANEL UNIT WEIGHT LBS/FT2
LANDING GEAR W_IGHT COEFo FIWLAND) --
ENGINE MOUNT *_IGHT COEF, --
FIXED ENeINE MUUNT WEIGHT LBS

AERODYNAMIC CONTROL SYSTEM WEIGHT COEF --
NOT USED --
FIXED PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM WEIGHT LBS

NOT USED --
FU_L TANK _EI_HT COEF, (dP) --
FIXED FUEL TANK WEIGHT LBS

FUEL OIST, SYSTEM-PART 1 WEIGHT COEF. --

NOT USED --
NOT USED --
NOT USED --
NOT USED --
NOT USED ......
NOT USED --
NOT USED --
NOT USED --
NOT USED --

144
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_t

6,1,5
6,1,5
6.1,2
6,1,2
6,1.2
5,1,1

b,1,1
6,1.1

I0o1,1

2,1,5
6,1.3
6,1.3
L3,1,;
13,1°_
2°X°5
2,1,_

5.1.W
5ol,;
13,1.2
13,1,3
13*1,3
13,1,3
1.1,3

3.1
3,1
_,1.2
5,1o2
5,1,2
6,1°W

5,1,8

5,1,10
5o1.10
5,1,10

_t



INPUT COEFFICIENTS (CONT)

T_RMS

C(201)

C|202)
C(203)

C(204)

C(205)
C(206}

C(207)

C(208)

C(209)
C(_I0)

C(211)
C(_!2)

C(Zl3)

* C(214)

C(215)

C(216)
C(217)

C(218)
C(219)

C(_20)

C(221)
C(222)
C(223)

C(224)

C(225)
C(226)
C{Z27)

C(228)

C(_29}
C(230)

C(231}
C(232)

C(233)

C(Z34)
C(235)

C(2,.36)
C(237)
C(Z38)

C¢239)
C(240)

C(241)

C(242)
C(243)

C(244)

C(245)
C(246)

C(247)

C(2481
C(249)

C(250)

DESCRIPTION

NOT uSED --

NOT USED --
NOT UbE_ --

NOT USED
NOT USED --

NOT U_ED ----

NOT USED --
NOT U_ED ---

i,0T USED --
AIREWREATMING _NGtNF., UEiGMT LOt.F= --

FIXED AIRBREATHING ENGINE WEIGHT L_
AIR_REATHING TANKAG_ ÷ _Y_T_M WTo CO_F --

FIXEU AIRBREATHING TANKAG_ + _YbTe WTo L_
FLY_ACK MASS RATIO H|NU_ |eU --

FIXED FLY_ACK P_OPELLANT W_IGHT LU_

NOT _SED --
NOT USED ---
NOT uSED ---

_OCKET LNGINE WT. COEF. F(TH_UST A_EA) --

ROCKET ENG|NE AREA RATIO --
ROCKET _NGINE AREA RATIO EXPONENT --

NOT USED ----
NOT uSED --

NOT U_ED ---

TRAPPED FUEL WEIGHT COEF F(PR0P_LLANT) --
T_APPED FUEL WEIGHT COEF F(THRU_T) --
TRAPPED OXID W_IGHT CO_F FiPROP_LLANT) --

TRAPPED OX|D W_IGHT CO_F F(THRU_T) --

VENTED FUEL W_IGHT COEF FiPRORELLANTI ---
VENTED OXID WEIGHT COE_' F(_0P_LLANT) --

NOT USED --

NOT USED --

NOT USED ---

NOT USED --
NOT USED --
NOT USED --

NOT USED --
NOT Ubh..IJ --

NOT USED --
NOT USED --

NOT USED --

NOT USED --

NOT USED ---

NOT USED --

NOT USED --
NOT USED --
NOT USED --

NOT USED --
NOT U_ED --

NOT USED --

_Fo 5LLTIUN

5olel

5_IeI

b, IolO

b_IolO

lJel_3

5el_l

5_lel

5_I_I

13,1_I

lJolel

13.1ol

13=I_I

13,1_3

13,1=3

* INITIAL ESTIHATE ONLY FOR THE BOOSTER bTAGE
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.4.

.t

°L

-i
'1

TERNS

C(@51)
C(252)

C(25_)
C12549
C(255)

C{25b)

C(257)
C(25_)
C(259)
CI260)
C(261)
L(262)

C(263)
C(26_)
C(265)
C(266)
C(267)
C(26_)
C(269)
C(270)
C(271)
C(272)
C(273)
C(21"_)
C(27b)
C(27b)
C(277)
C(278)
C(;!79)
C(280.,
C(281)
C(282)
C(283)
C(28_)
C (285)
C (28b)
C (287)
_(288)
C(289}
C(_90)
C(291)
C(292]
C(293)
_(29_)
C(295)
C(29b)
C(297)
C(29U)
C(299)
Ci300)

NOT USED
_OT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
I_OT USED
;_Or USED
NOT USED
reOT uSED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
I_OT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NO1 USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
i_OT USED
NO[ USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
_OT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED

INPUT COEFFICIENTS ICONT)

DESCRIPTION
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,._:}ACL _HUTTLE WTSCH bUONQVTIN_ (CONT)

INPUT TERM_

TE.RM_

AN_NGS

ANTANK

ASRATO

ASWEEP

CUBODY

CFUEL(1)

CFUEL(2}

CFUEL(3)

CFUEL(4)

CFUEL(5}

CFUEL(6)

CH_0DY

CLBODY

CSBODY

CSFAIR

CSFUTK

CSHORZ

CSOXTK

CSPLAN

CbVE_T

** CSWING

CTHRST

CT_bT_

FXw0v_

ISP{I)

ISP(2}

* IbP(3)

tw_ ISP(4)

IbP(5)

ISP(6)

I TPS

K(I]

K(2)

K(J)

K(4}

K(5}

K(6)

K(7)

K{8)

Ktg)

K(10)

K(II)

K(IZ}

K(I3)

K(I4I

K(15I

_ESC_IPTION uNIT_ R_Fo b_..CTIuN

NUMBER OF AIR_REATHING ENGINES --

NUMBER OF AIRUREATHING FUEL TANKb _JPI --

WING ASPECT RATIO --

WING LEADING EDGE SWEEP ANGLE DEC

UODY _IDTH DR COEFFICIENT FT

THRUST oUIL_-UP _IXTURE RATIO --

NOT USED --

MAIN IMPULSE MIXTURE RATIO ---

MAIN IMPULSE R_3ERVE MIXTURE _ATZ_ --

b_CONIJARY IMPuLse MIXTURE RATIO --

NOT uSED --

UOQY HEIGHT ON COLFFIC|ENT FT

BOUY LENGTH OR COEFFICIENT FT

TOTAL BODY WETTED AREA OR COEFFICILNT FT2

FAIRING PLANFORM AREA OR COEFFICIENT FT2

FUEL TANK SURFACE AREA COEFFICIENT ---

HORIZONTAL STAB, PLANFORM AREA OR COEF, FT_

OXID TANK bURFACE AREA COEFFICIENT --

BODY PLANFORM AREA OR COEFFICIENT FT2

VERTICAL FIN PLANFORM A_EA uR CU_Fo FT¢

wING PLANFORM AR_A FT_

VACuuM THRUST Tg LIFT-OFF _IG4.1I R_TIO --

b_CONUANY PROPuL_ION T/W RATIO ---

FIX_U wING LOADING L_/FT¢

THRUST UuILD-UP PROPELLANT I_P _cC

NOT USED --

MAIN IMPUL3E PROPELLANT 13P 3EC

MAIN |H.C)ULS_ R_ENVE PROPELLANT |3P 3_C

3ECONDARY PROPULSION PROPELLANT I_P 3EC

NOT USED --

TPS FLAG --

FUEL TANK ULLAGE VOLUM_ C0_rJ=FICZ_NT --

OXIDIZER TANK ULLAG_ VU_UlelE _uLPF_I_NT --

AVERAGE FUEL TANK INSULATION THICKN_o FT

FIXED PROPELLANT TAN_ IN3_LATION VV_UM_ FTJ

CREW VOLUME COEFF|C|=NT --

FIXED CREW VOLUME FT3

FIXED SECOND/U_Y FUEL TANK VOLUME FT_

FIXED S_CONDARY OX1D TANK VOLUME FT3

F|XED CARGO uAY VOLUM_ FTJ

AVERAGE BODY STRUCTURAL DEPTH FT

FIXED BO_Y 3TRUCTURAL VOLUME FT3

LANDING GEAR _AY VQI.UMP_ COEFFICIENT FTJ/L_

FIXEU L_NQING GeAR _AY VOLUME FTJ

NOT USED --

NOT USED ---

1_*X.3

|_*|.1

1_*1.!

1_01.1

|_.1,1

1_o1,|

em*_*

I_*I*Z

1_01o2

1_*1.2

•_ INITIAL ESTIMATE ONLY FOR t_0TH STAGE_

_,* WHEN WING HAb FIXF-L) AREA THI_ INPUT I3 FIXEDe WHEN wING IS .SIZED

OY WING LOADING THIS INPUT IS AN INITIAL ESTIMATE (JNLy_

ill INITIAL ESTIMATE ONLY FOR BOOSTER _)TAGE
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INPUT TERMS (CONT}

TERM5

K(16)

K(17)

K(18)

K(Ig;

K(20)

K(2|}

K(22}

K(23)

K(24)

K.(_5)

K {:."b)

K(27}

K(_B)

K(29)

K(30)

KIN

LF

MR(1)

MR(2}

MR(4)

MF_(5I

MR(6}

NCREw

NENGS

NLI ",TO

NPASS

NWL

PCHAM

-e O

_HOFU

_HOFU_

RHOX

RHOX;-'

* _,bODY

T OL

T0VERC

TPRATO

TYTAIL

* VBODY

* wGROSS

DESCRIPTION UNLT_

PROPULSION _AY VOLUME COEFFICIENT FT3/L_

FIXED P_OPUL31ON BAY VOLUME FTJ

MI3CELLAI_0U_ VOL.UlU_. C01;.FFICIENT --

:IXEO MISCELLANEOUS VOLUME FT3

NOT USED --

FIXED FUEL TANK VOLUME FT3

NOT USED ----

BOOY VOLUME INTERCEPT (_(l_) SCALING) FTJ

NoT J_ED --

AVERAGE OXIU TANk INb_LATIUN TnlCK|_b_ FT

NOT U_D ----

NoT U_ED --

MAIN FUEL TAN_ VULUM_ FOR FLYUAC_ FT3

FIXED OXIDIZER TANK VOLUME FTJ

NoT U3ED ---

NOT USED ---

ULTIMATE LOAD FACTOR ----

THRUST _UILO-UP MA3_ RATIO OR AV --

NOT USED ---

MAIN IMPULS_ MA_ RATIO OR _V ---

MAIN IMPUL_ REa_RVE MAba NATID _ AV ----

SECONDARY IMPULbE MA_5 RATIU OR AV ---

NOT USED --

NUMBER OF CREW MEMI_ER_ ---

TOTAL NUMBER OF ENGINE3 PER STAGE ----

NAI4E L|3T OUTPUT FLAG ---

NUMBER OF PASSENGERS --

WING LOADING FLAG ---

MAIN ROCKET ENGINE CHAMBER PRESSURE PSIA

MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE PSIA

FUEL DENSITY L_S/FT3

SECONDARY FUEL DENSITY L_S/FT3

OXIDIZER DENSITY LB_/FT_

_ECONDARY OXIUIZER 9EN31TY L_b/FT3

TOTAL _ODY w_TTED AR_A FT_

GRO_ WEIGHT ITERATION TOLE_AI_ L_

WING THICKNES_ UVER CHORD RATIO --

lING TAPER RATIO ---

NOT u_ED ---

_0}AL 80DY VOLUME FT3

GROSS WEIGHT LBS

R_Fe _CTIUN

lae|e_

14ole_

la. lo2

_oloJ

2olo_

14.1o3

boleI

l_-loJ

14oleJ

14e1_3

13,1_9

* INITIAL EbTIMATE ONLy FOH u0TH _TAG6._

.p_e INITIAL ESTIMATE ONLY FOR ORBITEN STAGE
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SPACE SHUTTLE WT_CH SU_ROUTIN_ (CONT)

COMPUT_ T_NI4_

i-

}
|-,

TERMS

AbF_YS

_ODY

CROOT

C3PAN

CTiP

GAL

GSPAN

M_ODY

LDODY

_TOD

3FAIR

_FUTK

_ORZ

_OXTK

_PLA_

STPS;I)

3VEPT

SWlF;G

_XPCS

T_L

TkOOT

TTOT

TTOT2

TTOTAL

V_ODYA

vbUDYI

V_ODY_

VCARGO

VCREW

VFUTK

VFUTK2

VINSTK

VLGBAY

VOTHER

VOXTK

VOXTK2

VPNOP

VSTRUC

WA_FPS

WASFS

WA_FTK

WA_FU

_A_PR

_ACREb

*ACS

WACSFO

wACSTK

wAERO

_:_UXT

,_AVIOC

w_ASlC

_ESCRIPTION UNITS

AIRbREATHING FUEL. SYSTEM WEIGHT(J_ _

bO_Y WIDTH FT

WING _OOT CHOR_ FT

3TRUCTURAL _PAN (ALONG o_ CHO_) PT

wING TIP CHORD FT

TOTAL GALLONb OF FUEL _AL

GEOMETRIC WING bPAN FT

UO_Y HEIGHT PT

_OQY LENGTH FT

D_GREES TO RA_IAN_ CONVE_I_;_ FA_T_R --

TOTAL FAIRING 0_ _R_u_ bURF_CE _R_ PT(

TOTAL FU_L TANK ._TT_ AReA FT_

_OH|_UNTAL _T_UIL. I_ HLAr_F_,,i _L_ FT_

TOTAL OXlbIZ_k TANK W_TTL_ _c_ FT_

_UDY PLANFOR_ A_A FT_

TOTAL TPS SURFAC_ AREA FT_

VERTICAL FIN PLANFORH AREA FT2

GROSS WING AREA FT_

ExPObED WING AR_A FT_

GIt_i_AL SYSTEM DEL. IV_RLU TORuU_ I,_-L_

THEORETICAL ROOT TH|CKNE3_ FT

TOTAL _TAGE VaCUU_ THRUST Lu_

TOTAL _CON_ARY _NGIN_ VACUU,_ ThRU3T L_

TOTAL 3TAGE V_C_,._ T_U_T OVeR lO_buJUo L_

TOTAL _UDY VOLUI.I_ L_Sa _TRUC]e AMP r. lbC FTJ

V_ODY T_ T_ L/3 POWER FTJ

VuODY TG TH_ _/3 POWER FT3

VOLUME OF PAYLOAD _AY FTJ

VOLUME OF CR_W COMPARTMENT FTj

TOTAL VOLUME OF FUEL TANK FTj

TOTAL VOLU_E OF 3_CONO_RY FU_L TANK FT3

TOTAL TAN_ INSULATION VOLUME FTa

VOLUh;E OF RECoVErY _Y_T_M _AY FT3

MI_CELLANEOU_ AN_ UNUSED VOLUME FTj

TOTAL VOLU,4E OF uXI_|Z_N TAN_ FT3

TOTAL VOLUHE OF SECONDARY OXIU T_NK FTj

VOLUI._E OF PROPuLolON D_Y FTJ

VOLUME OF OASIC _TRUCTUR_ FT_

WEIGHT OF JP PRESSURIZATION 3YSTEI_ LU3

WE|GHT OF JP FUEL. SYSTEM LEbS TANKb L_

WT. OF A|R_REATHING PROPUL. TANKS ÷ SY_ L._

_EICMT OF AIR_REATMING FUEL LU3

WT= OF AIR_REATHING _NGINE_ FOR FLYbACK L_3

W_IGHT OF ACS PRv_¢LLANT R_bLRV_ _

W_IGHT OF _TTITU_ CONTROL oY_T_,4 _

WEIGHT OF AC_ FU_L AND OXI_IZ_ L_

wT. OF ATTITUDe CONTROL _Y3T=,_ TANK_G= L_

WEIGHT OF AEROQyNA_,IIC CONTRUL_ Lu:

_EIGHT OF 3EPARATION _Y_T_ L_

TOTAL W_IGHT OF _VIO_IL _YbTE., _

TOTAL W_IGHT OF _ASIC _ODY L_b

149

R_F$ S_CTIUN

_,I,Iu

l_*l.J

5o1,10

1_01*3

l_*loJ

l_*l*J

l_,l,J

l_*l,J

I_,10_

1_*1.3

l_*l*J

0*1*1

I_*I*_

_.1,_

_,1,1

I_*I*_

l_olo_

1_*1._

1_*_,_

1_*1*_

501,_

5*I,I0

511110

13,1,3

5oi,1

13olo_

Oolo_

13*10_

6oloJ

bol,_

!



COMPUTED TERMS (CONT)

. J,',$o DESCRIPTION UNIT3 REF• b_LCTiGN

,-' '., '_'_T

•i _V_

_OLCAY

_L> I ST l

WDIST2

wDOCK

WOPLOY

k'[3_ANS

_¢EMPTY

w_fWOMT

w_NGS

'_ENGS2

WFCONT

_FDCAY

WF_OST

WFU2(1)

WF'JEL(II

_'FUEL(2)

WFUEL(3)

'&'FUEL{Q}

'4FL}EL(5)

WFUEL(6)

WFU'_

WFULOS

WFUNCT

WFUOX

WFURES

WFUSYS

WFUTK

WFUTK2

_fFUTOT
WFUTRP

WGASPR

'WGNAV

*_HO_Z

W_YCAO

WlNFuT

WINOXT

WINSTK

W|NST

WINSUL

WJET(1)

WJET(2)

_JETI3)

WJET(4)

WJET(5)

WJET(6)

TOTAL WEIGHT OF dOOY GROUP L_

TOTAL WEIGHT OF UOOST AbE) TRANSFER PUHP L_3

_EIGHT OF PAYLOAD/CARGO L_

WEIGHT OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEM LO3

WEIGHT OF CONTINGENCY AND GROWTH Lu_

TOTAL WClCHT OF TP3 COVER PANEL3 L_3

WEIGHT OF THPU_T UECAY PROPELLANT3 LO3

TOTAL WTt OF FUEL. _ISTm SY_T_- PA_T 1 L_',

TOTAL WT OF FUEL DI_T_ 3Y&Tm- PA_ll_ L_3

WEIGHT OF DOCKING STRUCTURE Lb3

WEIGHT OF DEPLOyASI.& AERODYNAMIC _EVIC_ L_3

TOTAL WTe OF FLEL. TANK DUMP + DRAINS L.bS

STAGE DRY WEIGHT LbS

WEIGHT EMPTY L_S

WEIGHT OF ENGINE MOUNTS L_5

TOTAL WEIGHT OF ROCKET ENGINE INSTLi LU5

TOTAL WEIGHT OF SECONDARY ROCKET ENG. L_S

TOTAL WEIGHT OF FAIRINGS OR SHROUDS LUS

TOTAL WEIGHT OF FUEL SYSTEM CONTROLS L_3

WEIGHT OF THRUST DECAY FUEL LBS

TOTAL WEIGHT OF FROST AND IC_ L_5

WEIGHT OF SECONDARY FUEL LSS

WEIGHT OF THRUST BUILD-t_o FUEL L_S

NOT USED ---

WEIGHT OF MAIN IMPULSE FUEL LBS

MAIN IMPULSE FUEL. RESERVE L_S

WEIGHT OF SECONDARY IMPULSE FUEL L_5

NOT USED --

WEIGHT OF MAIN FUEL L_

WEIGHT OF VENTED FUEL LU_

TOTAL WEIGHT OF FUEL TANK L_S

WEIGHT OF MAIN AND S_CONDARY PROPELLANT L_S

_oli5

_mlolU

12.101

iOol_l

13, I,_

501_I0

4o114

41113

5ill10

101111

10,I,1

51111

51111

1o114

511110

13tll4

13tli3

13ili8

13111O

13el05

13oloZ

13elo_

131lit

13.1t3

511i10

WEIGHT OF FUEL RESERVE t _;+ + LB_ ,,_; :7 13_112 :_ :

TOTAL FUEL: SYSTEM WEIGHT. ......... ' ,_:I"l _ _ ' LU5 ]_ _.7__%. 5 _ 1 _ _ " ." % _
WFII'-M_I;;bF_;_._..__........ _ __..__ ___NON--STRUCTUQAL "FUFI/"TA_;!_;!____...._ LBS 'i _ '_(_'5;_'_ _ .............1 _3 -- ': ' _;.....

WT. OF SECONDARY FUEL TANK AND SYSTEM LBS 5_le_

TOTAL WEIGHT OF FUEL LbS f 13_1•7

WEIGHT:OF:PRESSUREIZATION AND PURGE GAS L_5 13_I•I

WEIGHT OF GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION LB_

TOTAL HORIZONTAL STABILIZER WEIGHT LUS

WEI_4T OF HYORA_.ICtPNEUMATIC SYSTEM LU_

WEIGHT OF INTEGRAL FUEL TANK LUS

WEIGHT OF INT_C_AL OXIUiZE'_ TANK ;: LU_

TOTAL WEigHT OF TANK INSULATION • LUS

8till

ltll3

7,11_

5,115

WEIGHT OF INSTRUMENTATION _Y_TEM... " Lm_ : ,_1_

TOTAL WEIGHT OF TPS INSULATIONs; ::; . : L_5 ':" 3_|

IGNITION TO LIFT-OFF JETTISON WEIGHT L#S 13•I,II

NOT USED -4-

WEIGHT JETTISONED DURING ASCENT L_5 13•1•11

IN-ORBIT JETTISON WEIGHT L_b 13.1•11

PRE-ENTRY JETTISON WEIGHT L_ _3•lell

FLY,4dACK JETTISON WEIGHT L_S 13•fell

.... _ .... 4 ? ; _ 4

k,



W_'< ( i i

',_C)K ( 3 '

',xO× { 4 )

_OX ( b )

WOX(6)

WOX_<'. ( '_ )

_OXLO_,

_OXSY.%

WOXTK

WOXTKk2

WOXTOT

wO× T.qi- _

WP

WPASS

WPAYL

WPEAS

W/POWER

WPOWFO

WPOWRS

WPOWTK

WPPROV

WPRE I G

WRROP

WPRSYS

I/REFUL

WRES ID

WRES_V

WSEAL

WSECST

WSO_CE

WSR FRR

WSTAE}

W SURF

WTASC

WTHRST

WTO

w TP._

,dv c._ t

t)l ',(_-_|b' I ION 'VN|TS

,'__ _L7 5HI :.F: L AV_ LH C_:AR LDS

-._ WLIc.,_I L._ I A_C_INU GEA_ + CONTROLS L_S

" aL W_IL_HT _p_ L _ur_c , _O _ECOVERY SY_ LU_

:- , i,,,r UF r_AtL{.i.L .PUU:. Arid PYLON5 L_

_:. ;_T UF 3 tIHU jI .,LEVY ')X _ _I _ LUb

-LIGHT OF W_b(__Vc SE_VICg ITEMS LUb

; _r_ wT. _F ORII '_T_ CONTNOL + 5_PANAT. L_

wI,.G _OAD ING

._IGHT OF THRUST BUILD-UP 0XIDIZER

'wOT LI_E_

,,_.IOHT OF HAIN IMPULSE OXIDIZER

V,AIN IMPULSE OXIDIZER RESERVE

wCIG_T 0F SECOI,_JARV IMPULSE OXIDIZER

NOT USED

,EIGHT OF SECONDARY OXIDIZER

mEIGHT OF MAIN OXIDIZE_

.dIGHT OF VENr_U OXIDIZER

.EIGHT OF OXIDIZ_IR R_3_RVE

",OTAL OXIDIZER bY.TEN W_IGHT

W_IF_T OF NON-STRUCTURAL OXID TANK

wT. OF SECONOARY OXIU TANK AND SYSTEM

FOTAL WEIGHT OF C'XIDIZE_

W_IG,_T OF TRAPP_O OXIDIZER

TOTAL WEIGHT OF PROPELLANT

TOTAL W_IGHT OF PASSENGERS

,OTAL _AYLOAD WEIGHT

_EI(_T OF CREW,GEAR AND CREW LIFE bUPT. _

TOTAL WT. OF PRIM_ POWER S0_JRCE ÷ TANK Lub

WEIGHT OF PRIME POWER SOURCE PROPELLANT LUZ

LUS/FTE

LUS

LBS

LUS

L_&

L_

LBS

iT. OF RESERV_ POWER _OURCE PROPELLANT L_b

wElCh-iT OF PRIME POWER SOURCE TANKAGE L_5

WEIGHT OF PEW_ONNE_ PROVi_I{_,_ L_

WEIGHT OF PRE-IGN|TION L"_-_-ES : ;" L_5

TOTAL WEIGHT OF PROPULSION GROL_ LB5

WEIGHT OF PRESSURIZA''ON SYSTEM L_5

TOTAL WTe OF FUEL TAN_ REFUEL|NG:SY_T. L_

TOTAL WEIGHT OF RESIDUALS LB5

TOTAL WEIGHT OF _ROPELLANT RESE_VE_ LU_

TOTAL FU_L TANK U_Y &EALING WEIGHT LU&

TOTAL W_IGHT OF _ODY SECONDARY 5TRUCT. Lu5

WEIGHT OF POIME POWER SOURCE + DIST. Lb_

/EIGHT OF TRAPPEU OXIDIZER L_

_EIG_T OF ENGINE GI_:}AL SYSTEM LB_

TOTAl. WEIGHT OF AERODYNAMIC SURFACES LBS

#_ET STAGE WEIGHT LBS

TOTAL WEIGHT OF THRUST STRUCTURE LB_

r _KE-OFF WEIGHT _BS

I%TAL WT= OF I bE)UCEO ENViR_ PROTECTION Lb_

/OTAL VERTICAL FIN WEIGHT L_

_,Iol

Ia, IoD

411.4

5, I19

laol,a

13, l.3

13, log

_,Io5

I_.I,3

13. l,b

13.1o5

13.1,2

13. I._

13, I,_

1301.7

IJ, li3

13, Io_

5, I17

5oi13

5e1.4

13,1o7

1301oi

IJ.l.7

IZ.I.I

12.1,I

ll.I,l

701.I

13olo3

IJ.l._

7, Ioi

9,1_I

13, I,7

511mlO

5.11_

5, Iii0

13,1,1

13.1,2

5,1oi0

7,Ioi

13.111

6olol

loll4

13, I*9

2oi,5

13,1,9

3,1

I,l,_



DESCRIPTION

.NAIT_7

I_z_I_ION _EIGHT

_AhE-OFF WEIGH[
_L;KNOUT WEIGHT

I_ITIAL ORBIT wEIGHT
INITIAL ENTHY WEIGHT

INITIAL FLyBACK WEIGHT
LANDING _EIGHT

,_AIT_r_L)OESIGN wT, FOR WING LOADING OR AREA
.._ET OPERATING wEIGHT EMPTY

=_ING T_TA_ STRUCTURAL WI_B WEIGHT
_,ZROFL_ ZERO FUEL wEIGHT

UNITS

LBS
LBS
LBS
LBS
LgS
LBS
LBS
LBS
LB$
LBS
LBS

MEF, SECTION

13.1,10
13,1.10
13,1,10
X3,1,10
13,1.10
I$.1,10
13,1,_0
I_,I.3

13,1,g

1,1,1
13.1,9

L_
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